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Attorney Docket No. FINREXMOOlZ

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Ex Parte Reexamination of

US. Patent No. 7,975,305 to Rubin, et al. Technology Center: 3992

Application No.: 90/013,660 Group Art Unit: 3992

Filed: December 11, 2015 Confirmation No.: 5600

Patent Owner: Finj an, Inc. CRU Examiner: Majid A. Banankhah

For US. Patent No. 7,975,305 — METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ADAPTIVE RULE-BASED

CONTENT SCANNERS FOR DESKTOP COMPUTERS.

Submitted Electronically

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Dear Sir:

In response to the pending Office Action dated August 24, 2016, please consider the

following remarks. Prior to taking action responsive hereto, the Patent Owner respectfully

requests an interview with the Examiner pursuant to the Interview Request and Proposed Agenda

filed and faxed on October 21, 2016.
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l. OVERVIEW

Patent Owner respectfully requests the Examiner withdraw the Final Office Action

(FOA) as improper and confirm patentability of the rejected claims based on a number of errors.

First, in the FDA, the Examiner interprets key elements of the claims in a manner

inconsistent with the law. For example, the Examiner improperly cites to extrinsic evidence

regarding a non-claim term, “parsing,” in order to define the claim term “parser rules” as “rules

related to the process of analyzing a string of symbol in computer language [sic].” FOA, pgs.

48—49. Yet, in US. Patent No. 7,975,305 (“the ‘305 Patent”) and the claims, parser rules

“describe computer exploits as patterns oftypes oftokens. ” The Examiner’ s definition is thus

inconsistent with the specification and legally improper. See Microsoft Corp. v. Proxyconn, Inc.

789 F. 3d 1292 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“Even under the broadest reasonable interpretation, the Board's

7

construction cannot be divorced from the specification and the record evidence and must be

consistent with the one that those skilled in the art would reach”) (citations omitted). Here, the

Examiner legally erred by using extrinsic evidence for a definition to “parsing,” which is not a

term used in the claims — i.e., “parser rules,” nor supported in the ‘305 Patent where parser rules

describe computer exploits as patterns of types of tokens.

Second, the Examiner interprets key elements of the claims in a manner inconsistent with

the specification of ‘305 Patent and the reasons for allowance distinguishing over prior art.

Specifically, the allowance of application no. 11/009,437 (now the ‘305 Patent) in December of

2010 is directly tied to at least the following pivotal claim language:

computer exploits beingportions ofprogram code that are malicious, wherein the

parser and analyzer rules describe computer exploits aspatterns oftypes oftokens,

tokens being program code constructs, and types of tokens comprising a

punctuation type, and identifier type and afunction type

See Notice of Allowance, Pages 3-4. Indeed, the Notice of Allowance, with accompany reasons

for allowance, was responsive to Patent Owner’s detailed arguments filed in September of 2010

wherein Patent Owner stated: “a point of novelty of the claimed invention is describing and

recognizing computer exploits from patterns of types of tokens, which is not a known concept.”

See Response to Non-Final Rejection, September 15, 2010, Pages 7-8 (emphasis in original).

One of ordinary skill would recognize at least this same point of novelty distinguishes the claims

of the ‘305 Patent over the cited prior art and, in particularly, is clearly absent from Wells, Sandu
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and any combination thereof. See Declaration of Nenad Medvidovic (“Medvidovic Dec”) ‘H 20;

see also ‘305 Patent at Col. 1, l. 64 - Col. 2, l. 27.

Patent Owner respectfully submits that the Examiner continues to misinterpret both the

claim elements and the cited references, Wells and Sandu, from the vantage of one of ordinary

skill. For example, one of ordinary skill would not equate the content pattern recognition

language (CPRL) of Wells with the potentially malicious “program code” recited in the ‘305

Patent claims. This is a critical and fundamental error as explained by one of at least ordinary

skilliDr. Medvidovic. See Medvidovic Decl. ilil 29-30, 32, 33. Importantly, Wells’ CPRL

cannot be program code that includes a computer exploit because the CPRL in Wells is shown as

part of the scanner, which scans program code for exploits, and not the program code itself. That

is, the CPRL cannot be both the scanner and what is being scanned “program code” rendering

the FDA erroneous in asserting obviousness over the ‘305 Patent. Id. ilil 26-40.

Additionally, Sandu’s signature generation and matching process does not disclose or

suggest the claimed “parser and analyzer rules ” which “describe computer exploits aspatterns

oftypes oftokens.” Medvidovic Decl. ilil 46-51. The claimed “parser rules” cannot be equated

with the Examiner’s cited portions of Sandu which more accurately overlap with the pre-parser

rule steps taken by the Tokenizer/Normalizer/Decoder of the ‘305 Patent. See ‘305 Patent, Col.

9, 1. 5 - Col. 10, 1. 44. Further, Sandu is completely devoid of any description of scanning or

rules to teach or suggest the claimed “parser and analyzer rules. Sandu’s singular action is a

 
static comparison of a generated script signature to known malware signatures, without

identifying any exploits therewithin. Medvidovic Dec. 1147, row 26. In contrast, the ‘305

Patent states that:

The present invention enables behavior analysis of content. As distinct from prior

art approaches that search for byte patterns [like Sandu], the approach of the present

invention is to analyze incoming content of its programmatic behavior. Behaviour

analysis is an automated process that parses and diagnoses software program, t_o

determine if such program can carry out an exploit.

‘305 Patent at Col. 1, l. 64 — Col. 2, 1. 3 (emphasis added). This feature ofthe ‘305 Patent, which

is explicitly recited in the claims appears to be ignored by the Examiner in evaluating the claims

over the cited prior art.

Third, the Examiner cannot simply summarily dismiss the underlying factual basis of a

37 CPR. § 1.132 Declaration Without giving some consideration to it. Indeed, Dr. Medvidovic
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is a renowned expert in the field of computer science and security. His opinions and underlying

factual bases, which are presented from the perspective of one of ordinary skill and distinguish

the claims over the prior art, are offered as a rebuttal to an obviousness rejection and must be

considered. Importantly, Dr. Medvidovic opinions cite to specific teachings underlying the prior

art and the ‘305 Patent. See, e.g, Medvidovic Dec. 1132 — 1151 (Tables pointing to specific

teachings of the cited prior art and ‘305 Patent in support and as the underlying basis to his

opinions). Also, contrary to the Examiner’s implication that Dr. Medvidovic did not “present

evidence,” his discussion of the meaning of the term “exploit” as understood by one of skill in

the art and in the context of the ‘305 Patent—precisely the type of evidence the Examiner

purports to seek—was completely ignored. See, e.g., Medvidovic Decl, 111] 20—22. The

Examiner commits reversible error by ignoring and not considering the underlying basis to Dr.

Medvidovic’s opinions concerning the cited prior art and ‘305 Patent. Ashland Oil, Inc. v. Delia

Resins & Refiactories, Inc., 776 F.2d 281, 294 (Fed. Cir. 1985), Ex Parte Malone (BPAI 2009).

Fourth, the Examiner improperly disregards Finj an’s objective evidence of

nonobviousness, in contravention of the clearly laid out requirements for a proper obviousness

analysis. See, e.g., Wbip, LLC v. Kohler Co., 2015-1038 (Fed. Cir. July 19, 2016). It would seem

that the Examiner has fallen victim to the hindsight bias trap “develop[ing] a hunch that the

claimed invention was obvious, and then construct[ing] a selective version of the facts that

confirms that hunch. " In re Cyclobenzaprine Hydrochloride Extended-Release Capsule Patent

Litig, 676 F.3d 1063, 1079 (Fed. Cir. 2012). The evidence presented in Mr. Kim’s declaration

supports a strong nexus between the exact claims at issue in this reexamination and the licenses.

See Kim Dec., 1111 6, 7, Exhibits A and B. Importantly, in Exhibits A and B, the ‘305 Patent was

expressly identified and noticed and a claim chart provided to licensees mapping infringement to

an accused product, which eventually led to licenses for the ‘305 Patent. Id. 1111 6, 7. Such

objective evidence weighs heavily in favor of non-obviousness. This nexus cannot be ignored by

the Examiner in determining the patentability of the ‘305 Patent over the cited art of record and

to do so is improper.

For these and further reasons discussed below, the undersigned respectfully submits that

this Ex Parie Reexamination proceeding is now in condition for confirming the patentability of

all of the original claims of the ‘305 Patent.
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1i. ARGUMENTS

A, The Underlying Basis Supporting Dr. Medvidovic’s Opinion Cannot Be

Ignored

Initially, the undersigned wishes to address the Examiner’s misinterpretation and defacio

dismissal of Dr. Medvidovic’ 5 Declaration. The Examiner asserts:

the evidence and arguments presented by Medvidovic fail to comply with 37 CFR

1.111(b) because they amount to a general allegation that the claims define a

patentable invention without specifically point out how the language of the claims

patentably distinguishes them from the references.

Final Office Action (“FOA”), pg. 61(D). This assertion is simply false. The Declaration

presents paragraph after paragraph and chart after chart which describe the differences between

the ‘305 Patent claim language and the applied art to Sandu and Wells from the perspective of

one of ordinary skill. See, e.g, Medvidovic Dec. W 21—23, 27—50, including the right-hand

column of all charts presented therein. Specifically, Dr. Medvidovic ties his opinions with

particularity to the underlying teachings in Sandu and Wells and the specification and claims of

the ‘305 Patent. This type of analysis is precisely what a declaration pursuant to 37 C.F.R §

1.132 is intended to convey and, importantly, is exactly what Dr. Medvidovic does convey in his

Declaration.

Moreover, the Examiner’s own statement “[w]hile an opinion as to a legal conclusion is

not entitled to any weight, the underlying basisfor the opinion may be persuasive” supports

precisely this use of Dr. Medvidovic’s Declaration. Id. (citing In re Chilowsky, 306 F.2d 908

(CCPA 1962)(emphasis added)). Accordingly, whether or not Dr. Medvidovic provided an

opinion that the ‘305 Patent is not obvious, that opinion does not somehow render all of Dr.

Medvidovic’s supporting facts and underlying bases moot. The Examiner commits error to

baldly summarize and label the numerous factual assertions in Dr. Medvidovic’s Declaration as

“general allegations.” And regardless of how the Examiner wishes to categorize Dr.

Medvidovic’s statements, it is reversible error to dismiss them out of hand.

Indeed, the Federal Circuit held that "[o]pinion testimony rendered by experts must be

given consideration, and while not controlling, generally is entitled to some weight.” Ashland

Oil, Inc. v. Della Resins & Refractories, Inc, 776 F.2d 281, 294 (Fed. Cir. 1985). Similarly, the

BPAI (predecessor to the PTAB) has been clear on this issue:
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After a prima facie case of obviousness has been made and rebuttal evidence

submitted, all the evidence must be considered anew.” In re Eli Lilly & Co., 902

F.2d 943, 945 (Fed. Cir, 1990) (citing In re Piasecla', 745 F.2d 1468, 1472 (Fed.

Cir. 1984)), Plasecki, 745 F.2d at 1472 (“Prima facie obviousness is a legal

conclusion, not a fact. Facts established by rebuttal evidence must be evaluated

along with the facts on which the earlier conclusion was reached, not against the

conclusion itself. (internal cites omitted)), see also MPEP § 716.01(d).

Ex Parte Malone (BPAI 2009), pg. 4. And the BPAI goes on to hold:

The Examiner's response to Nykerk Declaration is largely dismissive. Infact, even

though Appellants’ Briefs place extensive reliance on the Nykerk Declaration to

overcome the primafacie case, the Examiner's Answer never addresses it in any

detail. This is improper. Whether the claimed invention would have been obvious

cannot be determined without considering evidence attempting to rebut the prima

facie case. Manifestly, the Examiner's consideration and treatment of the Nykerk

declaration is improper, since the Examiner has not reweighed the entire merits of

the matter. Rather, he has dismissed the evidence of nonobviousness in a cursory

manner. Since the Examiner did not properly consider the submitted evidence, the

rejection cannot be sustained.

Id. at 4-5 (emphasis added). In the FOA, the Examiner commits legal error by ignoring Dr.

Medvidovic’s Declaration and, in particular, ignoring specific and numerous underlying facts

including charts in his Declaration tied directly to teachings in the cited art of record and the

‘305 Patent. For example, in 1111 32-51, Dr. Medvidovic provides detailed tables tying his

opinions to specific teachings in Wells and Sandu and explains how they do not teach the claims

on an element by element basis thereby laying out his underlying basis for his opinions.

Moreover, Dr. Medvidovic provides a detailed overview of the features of the ‘305 Patent and

the differences between the ‘305 Patent and Wells and Sandu citing specifically to teachings in

the references themselves. Medvidovic Dec. 1111 19-51. With respect to Dr. Medvidovic’s

Declaration, the Examiner gave no weight to these important facts supporting Dr. Medvidovic’ s

opinions, nor addressed them in the FOA, which renders the present rejection improper.

B. The Examiner’s Interpretation of the Claim Term “parser rules” is

Incorrect and Contrary to the Law

“[C]1aims subject to reexamination will ‘be given their broadest reasonable interpretation

consistent with the specification.’” In re Yamamoto, 740 F.2d 1569 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (emphasis

added); MPEP § 225 8(I)(G). Under BRI, “claims should always be read in light of the

specification and teachings in the underlying patent”. In re Suitco Surface, Inc., 603 F.3d 1255,

1260 (Fed. Cir. 2010). “Moreover, when the specification is clear about the scope and content of
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a claim term, there is no need to turn to extrinsic evidence for claim interpretation.” MPEP

2111.01(III) (citing 3M1nnovative Props. Co. v. Tredegar Corp, 725 F.3d 1315, 1326—28, (Fed.

Cir. 2013). Here, the Examiner’s interpretation of the claim term “parser rules” is improper

because it ignores the specification and teachings of the patent, relies on extrinsic evidence

despite the specification being clear about its meaning, and is inconsistent with the specification.

The Federal Circuit most recently rej ected just such an improper claim interpretation by the

Office in PPC Broadband, Inc. v. Corning Optical Commc ’ns RF, LLC, 815 F.3d 747 (Fed. Circ.

2016):

The Board seems to have arrived at its construction by referencing the dictionaries

cited by the parties and simply selecting the broadest definition therein. And it

does appear that among the many definitions contained in the dictionaries of

record “in the immediate vicinity of, near” is the broadest. While such an

approach may result in the broadest definition, it does not necessarily result in the

broadest reasonable definition in light of the specification. The Board’s approach

in this case fails to account for how the claims themselves and the specification

inform the ordinarily skilled artisan as to precisely which ordinary definition the

patentee was using.

On remand, the PTAB reversed its decision, concluding in view of the Federal Circuit’s claim

interpretation “that Corning has not demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence that claims

10—25 of the ’060 patent are unpatentable under § 103(a) over the combination of Matthews and

Tatsuzuki.” Final Opinion, IPR2013-00342 (Oct. 12, 2016). Patent Owner submits that the

Examiner’s interpretation of “parser rules” is similarly incorrect.

The ‘305 Patent discloses “parser rules” or “parsing rules” as “patterns of tokens that

form syntactical constructs of program code” that “identify groups of tokens as a single pattern.”

‘305 Patent at 2:22—24, 10:53—54. These descriptions are fully consistent with the claim

language, which recites “parser and analyzer rules [that] describe computer exploits as patterns

of types of tokens.” See id. at claim 1. Patentee alerted the Examiner of these descriptions

throughout the Response to the Non Final Office Action. See, e.g, Response to NFOA, pg. 4

(“patterns of tokens that form syntactical constructs of program code, referred to as parsing

rules”); id. (“(2) identify groups of tokens as a single pattern (e. g. parser rules that group tokens

into phrases)”); id. at 14 (“The claimed “parser rules” operate on tokens to identify groups of

tokens as a single pattern or as claimed to “describe computer exploits as patterns oftypes of

tokens. ”).
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Ignoring the intrinsic record evidence, the Examiner first sought out extrinsic evidence in

the form of a non-cited definition of a non-claim term, “parsing or syntactic analysis” and then

applied that extrinsically based definition to arrive at a construction for the term “parser rule”:

Examiner notes that in the specification of the ‘305 patent, parsing is referred to its

[sic] ordinary meaning in the compiler art e.g., “Parsing or syntactic analysis is

the process of analyzing a string of symbols, either in natural language or in

computer languages, conforming to the rules of a formal grammar.” The term

“parser rules” constitute rules related to the process of analyzing a string of symbol

in computer language [sic].

FOA at 48—49 (emphasis in original). The Examiner improperly implies this definition of

“parsing or syntactic analysis” comes from the specification of the ‘305 patent, which is simply

untrue. According to a Google Scholar search, this unattributed quotation appeared first in

Montecchi, et al., Searching in Cooperative Patent Classification: Comparison between keyword

and concept-based search, Advanced Engineering Informatics 27.3 (2013): 335-345, not Patent

Owner’s specification. In any case, the Examiner’s use of this extrinsic evidence is erroneous as

a matter of law because it ignores the intrinsic evidence and contradicts the claim language.

Vitronz'cs Corp. v. Conceptrom'c, Inc, 90 F. 3d 1576, 1585 (“However, as we have recently re-

emphasized, extrinsic evidence in general, and expert testimony in particular, may be used only

to help the court come to the proper understanding of the claims, it may not be used to vary or

contradict the claim language. Nor may it contradict the import of other parts of the

specification”).

As a result of the Examiner’s legally incorrect claim interpretation, the Examiner arrived

at a meaning that is inconsistent with the specification and the understanding of a person skilled

in the art. The ‘305 patent never describes parser rules as “rules related to the process of

analyzing a string of symbol in computer language” as suggested by the Examiner. Indeed, the

Examiner’s interpretation is more closely related to the “rule files for a language describe

character encodings, sequences ofcharacters that form lexical constructs of the language,

referred to as tokens” than the “patterns oftokens that form syntactical constructs of program

code, referred to as parsing rules” described in the ‘305 Patent. ‘305 Patent at 2:20—24. The

Examiner’s interpretation is also inconsistent with the claim language, which requires that

“parser... rules describe computer exploits as patterns of types of tokens.” See id. at claim 1.
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Thus, the Examiner’ s interpretation is inconsistent with the ‘305 Patent rendering the FDA

improper.

C. The Examiner Fails to Support a Prima Facie Case of Obviousness

Here, in reexamination, the Examiner has failed to demonstrate aprimafacie case of

Obviousness. In re: NaturalAlternatives, LLC, Dckt. 2015-1911 (Fed. Cir. August 31, 2016),

Kennamelal, Inc. v. Inger-sol Cutting Tool Co., 780 F.3d 1376, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (noting

that the Patent Office “bears the initial burden of showing a prima facie case of Obviousness”).

To support a primafacie case of Obviousness under the seminal Supreme Court decision in

Graham v. John Deere 383 US. 1 (1966), the Examiner must first make the following factual

inquiries: (i) the scope and content of the prior art, (ii) the differences between the prior art and

the claims at issue, (iii) the level of ordinary skill in the field of the invention, and (iv) relevant

secondary considerations. KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex, Inc, 550 US. 398, 406 (2007), Graham, 383

US. at 17—18. Based on these inquiries, claims are only determined to be legally obvious “if the

differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the

subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a

person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.” 35 U.S.C. § 103(a).

Furthermore, as stated in the Manual of Patent Examination Procedure (MPEP) § 2143(A):

In order to reject a claim based on this rationale, Office personnel must resolve

the Graham factual inquiries. Then, Office personnel must articulate the following:

o (1) a finding that the prior art included each element claimed, although not

necessarily in a single prior art reference, with the only difference between

the claimed invention and the prior art being the lack of actual combination

of the elements in a single prior art reference,

0 (2) a finding that one of ordinary skill in the art could have combined the

elements as claimed by known methods, and that in combination, each

element merely performs the same function as it does separately,

0 (3) a finding that one of ordinary skill in the art would have recognized that

the results of the combination were predictable; and

o (4) whatever additional findings based on the Graham factual inquiries may

be necessary, in view of the facts of the case under consideration, to explain
a conclusion of Obviousness.

In the FOA, the Examiner does not articulate Graham factor (1) and has effectively dismissed

and ignored evidence from the perspective of one of ordinary skill in the art which clearly rebuts

any findings under Graham factors (2) and (3).
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1. Wells does not Disclose at Least “Tokens,” “Types of Tokens ” “Patterns of

Types of Tokens”

i. Predicates are not “Tokens”

Patent Owner has made every attempt to follow the Examiner’ s rejection and arguments

and it remains quite clear that the Examiner is maintaining his position that the predicates of

Wells, which are the “basic roots or components ofa CPRL” (Wells, Col. 4, 11. 57-58), can be
77 (L

equated with the claimed “tokens that form syntactical constructs of program code.” ‘305

Patent, Col. 2, l, 23. As explained by Dr. Medvidovic, Predicates cannot be equated with

“tokens.” Medvidovic Dec. 111] 29-30, 36-37.

In equating Wells’ predicates with the “tokens” described and claimed in the ‘305 Patent,

the Examiner exhibits a fundamental misunderstanding of the meaning of the term “token.” As

defined in the ‘305 patent, “tokens” are “sequences of characters that form lexical constructs of

the language.” ‘305 Patent at 2:21—22. This definition is consistent with the way the term is

used in the claims. See, e.g., id. at claim 1 (“tokens being program code constructs”). In stark

contrast, Wells discloses that a predicate is an element of the CPRL language that “is compiled

into a byte stream that controls a logic” of a processor by performing functions associated with

the predicate. Response to NFOA, pg. 8 (citing Wells at 5:8—11). That is, Wells’ predicates are

not “lexical constructs of the [CPRL] language,” but rather “basic roots or components of a

CPRL” that indicate how incoming network traffic is to be processed.” Wells at 4:55—58, 5:8—

11.

Moreover, on the bottom of page 53 of the FOA, the Examiner appears to argue that

because predicates could be interpreted as program code constructs of the CPRL that this

somehow makes them read on the claimed “tokens”—it does not. The claimed “tokens” are

unique to the “program code” that is being scanned for “computer exploits.” The CPRL is never

scanned for “computer exploits,” as the CPRL is, in effect, performing the scanning. The

Examiner’s statement on page 54 that “[t]he PO however does not make any argument as to why

a function that is part of a program code (programming code) is not scanned in Wells or cannot

be scanned for that matter” is not well-received. First, the burden is on the Examiner to present a

primafacie case of unpatentability. Second, this statement is simply not true. Finj an has clearly

and unequivocally argued that the CPRL is not scanned. See Medvidovic Dec. in at least W 29,
 

36, 37. Simply put, on of ordinary skill would not equate CPRL as “program code” that contains

10
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in the claims of the “305 Patent—as would be required under the Examiner’ s obviousness

theory—because the CPRL is used to examined the incoming program code for potential

computer exploits and is not the incoming program code itself. Medvidovic Dec. 111] 29—30.

ii. The Examiner Improperly Conflates Tokens and Parser Rules

From pages 48-521 of the Final Office Action (“FOA”), initially it seems that the

Examiner argues, inter alla, that predicates = parser rules. See FOA, Page 49, ill (“Wells

clearly discloses a ‘parser rule’ when discloses an ‘A’ predicate that parses the buffer holding the

content and tests for the presence of a particular string passed as an argument to the predicate”)

(emphasis in original). But then on page 50, the Examiner contradicts his definition for parser

rule and argues, “Wells’ teaches parser rules is used for determining type and form of predicates,

and not the same as predicate, since based on the parser rule the type of predicate is determined

as explained.” See FOA, Page 50, 2““1 11 (emphasis in original). Notably, the Examiner offers no

citation from Wells to support this latter assertion. And Finj an fails to see how these disparate

statements by the Examiner can be reconciled. Is a predicate a parser rule, or is a parser rule used

to determine the type of predicate?

Confusing the issue, the Examiner also states, “[m]oreover, to compile signatures into

instructions for detecting malware, Wells teaches parser rules to verify the logical elements 16. g,

predicates) making up the signature. See FOA, Page 50, 3rd 11 (emphasis in original). The
 

Examiner’s statement “[a]ccordingly, much like the ‘305 patent, Wells teaches parser rules for

compiling and determining the validity of the CPRL signatures” (FOA, Page 50, 113) is not even

remotely close to being an accurate comparison. The “305 Patent, and specifically the claims at

issue, are most certainly not directed to “compiling and determining the validity of the CPRL

signatures.” The ‘305 Patent scans incoming content for the presence of potential computer

exploits, i.e., “patterns of types of tokens, tokens being program code constructs, .” CPRL

signatures are not incoming content and CPRL signatures are not scanned for computer exploits.

On the contrary, CPRL signatures actually facilitate the scanning of network traffic content, they

aren’t the content being scanned. See Wells, Col. 6, l. 53-Col. 7, l, 37. The Examiner admits as

much when he equates CPRL = analyzer rules. See FOA, Page 49, ill (“Wells also discloses

1 Pages 3-47 of the FDA are a duplicate of the rejection in the NFOA.

ll
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that that the malicious content, e.g., “computer exploit’ is detected using content pattern

recognition language (CPRL) (e.g., analyzer rules)”).

Thus, the Examiner essentially argues that (1) individual predicates, such as the ‘A’

predicate, qualify as “parser rules,” (2) some unspecified set of “rules” for choosing between

available types of predicates qualify as “parser rules,” and (3) some unspecified set of “rules” to

verify predicates making up a CPRL signature qualify as “parser rules.” However, the

identification of individual predicates as “parser rules” irreconcilably conflicts with the

Examiner’ s identification of predicates as “tokens,” and the Examiner never even attempts

explain how these alleged “parser rules” “describe computer exploits as patterns of types of

tokens,” as explicitly recited in the claims of the ‘305 Patent.

Not until page 51, does the Examiner attempt to address where Wells discloses the
n {I

claimed “tokens, types oftokens ” and “patterns oftypes oftokens ” of the “program code”

that is to be scanned using the aforementioned CPRL. But the Examiner appears to confiate

parser rules and tokens arguing, “Wells’ teaches CPRL based signatures and parser rules which

emplov the use of various predicates. These predicates represent tokens, which as the ‘305
 

claims specify are ‘program code constructs.’” See FOA, Page 51, 111 (emphasis in original). And

as discussed previously, the Examiner also states: “Wells clearly discloses a ‘parser rule’ when

discloses an ‘A’ predicate that parses the buffer holding the content and tests for the presence of

a particular string passed as an argument to the predicate.” See FOA, Page 49, 111 (emphasis in

original). The predicates cannot be both the claimed parser rules and the claimed tokens.

As claimed, part of the scanning of the incoming content is the application ofparser rules

thereto in order to identify the exploits, exploits being described both as portions ofprogram

code that are malicious and as patterns of types of tokens. Under the Examiner’s interpretation,

the predicates (e.g., parser rules) of Wells are applied to the predicates (e. g., tokens) of Wells,

which simply doesn’t make sense. In particular, and as noted above in Section 11B, the

Examiner’ s rejection relies upon an interpretation of the term “parser rules” that contradicts both

the claims and the specification of the ‘305 Patent. This contradiction was identified and

discussed extensively in the expert declaration of Dr. Nenad Medvidovic in at least 1129, 36:
 

A predicate is, therefore, not a “token” or even a “type of token” as described and

claimed in the ‘305 Patent because it is not a “program code construct,” where the

program code is the code in which potential computer exploits are found. See ‘305

Patent, independent claims 1 and 13 (“computer exploits being portions of program

12
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code that are malicious... tokens being program code constructs”). That is, while

tokens are constructs that make up the program code being scanned for potential

computer exploits, predicates describe functions in a wholly separate language that

are performed on program code being scanned. Put yet another way, “predicates

are the basic roots or components of a CPRL,” not program code that contains

potential computer exploits as claimed in the ‘305 Patent. Wells at 4:55—58

(emphasis added).

I also disagree that individual predicates correspond to types of tokens. As noted

above, predicates are not tokens or types of tokens. While a particular predicate

might execute a macro or process, it is not itself function type of token. Similarly,

a predicate that can test content script for characters is not itself a type of character.

Nor is a predicate that is represented by a letter or punctuation mark, or that

includes a letter or punctuation mark, a type of token. See Office Action at 16.

Rather a predicate “represents a function to be performed by the processor.” Wells
at claim 1.

 

(emphasis in original). The claimed “tokens” are “program code constructs” which means they

make up the code that is being scanned. See Medvidovic Dec. 113 7, row 12.

Further, since predicates are not “tokens” it matters not that predicates may have multiple

forms. See FOA, Page 51, 112-Page 52, 111. Nor does it matter that a CPRL signature may be

comprised of multiple predicates. See FOA, Page 52, 112. The Examiner’s careful deconstruction

and description of the predicates exemplified in FIG. 5 of Wells is simply irrelevant to the

invention and claims of the ‘305 Patent because, inter alia, “FIG. 5 is a table showing examples

of predicates that can be used to create a signature of content desired to be detected.

Column 502 shows identifications ofpredicates that are the basic roots or components ofa

CPRL.” See Wells, Col. 4, 11. 55-58 (emphasis added). CPRL and CPRL signatures are not the

claimed “program code.” And as explained by Dr. Medvidovic:

This portion of Wells describes “predicates, which “can be used to create a

signature of content desired to be detected.” Wells at 4:55—58. Predicates are not

tokens. As described in the specification of the ‘305 Patent, as claimed in

independent claims 1 and 13, and as understood by a person of ordinary skill in the

art, a token is “a program code construct.” In the context of the ‘305 Patent, a

person of skill in the art would understand the “program code” to be the code of the

“incoming content” that is selectively diverted to the “rule-based content scanner.”

It is this “program code” that includes computer exploits, “portions ofprogram code

that are malicious.” On the other hand, the predicates disclosed in Wells are the

“basic roots or components of a CPRL” (i.e. a content pattern recognition language)

that is used to scan network traffic content, but which is otherwise unrelated to that
content.

13
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)) a

The claimed “tokens, types of tokens, ” and “patterns oftypes of tokens ” of the “program

code” are a critical component of the claims as stated by Finj an during the original prosecution:

“a point of novelty of the claimed invention is describing and recognizing computer exploits

from patterns of types of tokens, which is not a known concept.” See Response to Non-Final

Rejection September 15, 2010, Pages 7—8 (emphasis in original). It is this same point of novelty

that is clearly absent from Wells as discussed herein and in Finj an’s response to non-final

rejection.

It is most respectfully submitted that the Examiner has not adequately addressed these

fundamental flaws previously identified in the rejection. The predicates of Wells, which are

components of the CPRL signatures, which are a component of the scanner simply cannot also
)} u

be the claimed “tokens, types oftokens, ” “patterns oftypes oftokens ”' of the “program code”

that is being scanned for “computer exploits”. The Examiner cannot point to any disclosure in

Wells that describes scanning the CPRL, the CPRL signatures or any portions thereof for

computer exploits. Since predicates are unique to CPRL and indeed are the “basic roots or

components of a CPRL” it necessarily follows that the predicates of Wells cannot read on the

claimed “tokens” wherein “computer exploits ” are defined “as patterns of types of tokens. ”

The fact of the matter is that Wells does not disclose certain claim elements that are critical to

patentability. Accordingly, under Graham inquiries (i) and (ii), Wells does not contain a

description of the claimed “tokens” and the Examiner cannot articulate the requisite finding that

the prior art included each element claimed, although not necessarily in a single prior art

reference, with the only difference between the claimed invention and the prior art being the lack

of actual combination of the elements in a single prior art reference.

iii. Wells Does Not Disclose Patterns ofTypes of [Predicates]

Even if we assume, arguendo, that Wells’ predicates can somehow be read on the

claimed “tokens, ”which they do not, this is not the end of the inquiry. The claims also require

that “parser and analyzer rules describe computer exploits aspatterns oftypes of tokens.”

Patent Owner emphasizes here that the FOA is internally inconsistent under any of the

Examiner’s theories as to how Wells allegedly teaches the claimed “parser rules.” First, if the

Examiner insists that “Wells clearly discloses a ‘parser rule’ when [sic] discloses an ‘A’

predicate that parses the buffer holding the content and tests for the presence of a particular

string passed as an argument to the predicate,” and that “predicates” are “tokens,” this argument

l4
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necessarily fails because the “A” predicate would correspond (under the Examiner’s own

reasoning) to a “token,” not a pattern of types of tokens as required by the claims. See FOA pg.

49. Second, if the Examiner insists that Wells teaches “parser rules to parse both the predicates

and analyzer rules for the purpose of compiling the signatures into instructions,” this argument

also fails simply because any such rules—which are never actually disclosed in Wells—are not

patterns of types of tokens or even patterns of types ofpredicates (under the Examiner’ s

reasoning). Nor does the Examiner even allege that these alleged “parser rules to parse both the

predicates and analyzer rules” are patterns of types of tokens, as explicitly required by the

claims. These inconsistencies render the FOA improper.

Moreover, it is most respectfully submitted that the interpretation of the claimed

“patterns oftypes of tokens” has been clearly established in the underlying record and the

Examiner is precluded from altering the interpretation during reexamination.2 More particularly,

during prosecution of the ‘305 Patent, the Examiner objected to this language asserting in the

Non-Final Rejection mailed June 15, 2010:

2‘; The seeeéficatierz fails to provide preper aetecedent basis for the s'eeétaiionsz of

22 ”parser anafyzer {tires describe cempm‘er expioits as patterns or“ trees of iekerre, tokens

2 Tempo Lighting, Inc. v. TIVOLI, LLC, 742 F. 3d 973 (Federal Circuit 2014) (This court also observes that the PTO

is under no obligation to accept a claim construction proffered as a prosecution history disclaimer, which generally

only binds the patent owner. However, in this instance, the PTO itself requested Tivoli rewrite the "non-
photoluminescent" limitation in positive terms. Tivoli complied, and then supplied clarification about the meaning

of the "inert to ligh " limitation. J.A. 1216.)

15
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1 being program eerie cenee‘recfe" {eggs see ciaim 1 am‘ as e§m§§eriy racked within

2 inréeoendent céeime 3 and 25.

3 Fer example, the exemirser no: =5 Sher whéie the appiéczzné appear}; 10 have

4 support for eareer rules for defining; erre' identifying “whens” er sequences 0f characters

(2'! within a ranguage and for analyzer ruree fer idemfiyieg the existence of patterns of

63 tokens {8.9. Seedficetéem par. $3, 54-) 83~65, appendix A), there is no support fer the

7 present Eanguege of “peiteme of types of tekersa". The examiner respectfuéry perms our

07 that language earséng and ena§yzing ere beer-3 and weir known {zonoepta within rhe art,

9 lemming the {Jersmgg (31’ character sergeeneee into éndivéduzzi tokens am: the ensiyeés e?

“:9 ihe {exert sombrnetéerre or eeirems for their meaning. ii is respectfully noied that ireere

5? appears it) be no support, net reesen fer the applicant’s present recétaiiens. Fer me

12 ouroese er examinaiien, ihe examiner inierpreits such recitations es referenerng {he

13 oereing mées for oereieg of data into ref-sens; and anaiysis Mes for merging the.

14 meaning {3? patterns of «aliens, eceerding to the knewn meaning by ihese e?" 0rdirzary

€S skill in ihe arr.

See Pages 2-3. The Examiner also rejected the claims under 35 USC 112, second paragraph as

follows:

w

1; Regerdlrzg eieims 3 25, the exemlrrer notes that they cemerése reeéretions e?

“E8 "earterrrs 0: types :31: iekens". Stash recitations deg-art freer 2hr: reeétaliens found wiihm

19 fire apeéicent‘s diecéesure and are no: standard ameng these of ordinary 3m in the art.

20 Furthermore, in argument for such recirarione, the applicant groims only is} pesréene of

2’? the epeaificaéion describing what is slanderri arse known oréer art teaching for parsing

22 and anaéyzing language aceorsjéng to verging ruéee and erratyzing Mae West, the

23 exemrner neree that such recireiiene as they are distéeciiy recited render the scope of

24 the ewe-me endear. For the purpose of examireaiéor: the examiner interprets such

‘3 recitatione as referencing the parsing rules fer parsing ef data into rekens {ie

2 sequences of characters} and aneiysée rules fer energizing {he meaning cf eaiterrae ei’

3 tokens » such as disclesee by the aepiicam.

16
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Responsive to these objections and rejections, Finj an both amended the claims and provided

detailed arguments regarding the construction of “patterns of types oftokens” stating:

S )eciiication

0E) E33.gezs 2:913' ofthe Oéfisse Acu‘w :E32 E33~xaEnEu<5' has Objecied :0

E‘we specifieaiioiz as:‘EEEEEE)2; E4) pE032E219 33E‘E"?E)CE amen‘edent EmsEs TEE)? the ciaEmeE'E \EEE)EE)E:E :11met.

SpE‘E ificaE‘Ey _. Ehe Examiner has indieaEeEE that there. is: no support for{Withme: :13" IE'peE‘ {gf

Hikers)“.

Apgiicenm new EEEaE :Ex ~. appendix 301313 speeificmien (heck);es the:

EOE-«221$ ar<2E“"EESE’SCEMYEZGEEErnie 13 we); Thus as EECEEIEEXEEEsE) pager-36

mm "E:13\.w2‘2.3.«ZE3underscore?:EEEEEGEEEEE‘SEgEIEEE {Aimed}

9E iEEEEEiemcmef3E: EiE'EEE'Wfigs)?E‘,}'*‘

a KEEECEE consisting E)?" E: charisma.) 22—7 0: 3.£i3<£*1(,EE‘/\21mm EEEEdererBE, or 33. EE<1E=EaEségm

EEEEEE'meEi by 2'eEE') EEE E31022. E.--f acEzataeE:l )12 01 :E chamcteE A"?u E); a m):nher {E 9 or an

undersms‘e or :3 doEEar Sign, is: of type. EL‘ZNE SEEEEEEEE‘E}; as defined on page 4?,

E‘N'Ef‘lifii‘.é—IE€:E{__E)EECEE‘E/EZAZE) "‘{{)--9}~2~~”,

a Eeken censisiinf of one or E)0)): E): the members 0 3.31:2 E)f:y;)e {N’E‘EZG.ERWDEE‘J.E'E)=EA.E;;

and

E3):lib-:3 TEE}.X "EEEXX'E{{3~9..-»’E~E«‘a»f}+-‘l

2E. token cE'EszsisEiEagg E)E‘{E3. 01' E.E\1.E:E':EEE)\9 eE'E E332 one E)E' mere of E?) 2 ‘E'EBIBEIEE'B‘S E} -- 9 {33? the eiz-E'EEacE‘eEs

AF E'EE' :he. characters. a~:". is. of E313: “E"‘E’G‘EE‘HEY

Appiicm31s. Esme-sin i3,E« saibmi: EE3:2: {swarms <)E" E3221)3 oftekens. appear

throughout :he 292'0:33;mien 1mm aha at:)3: {066731319 specificatitm recites

A parse tree Eases waxing :mies :0 identify group's E)? tokees as a sEngie pattern.

Further: at par. E06383}, the specEficatEen recites

For exampie. if a waiter): “E’E‘SEN‘E'E EQUALS NUE‘EIEBER” is maiched if :3 matched

paEEem Es. “E 1. 2 3} E1 5

Further, a: pm: {98:46}, the specification recites

RE$039310»as meE); made :0. PEG.).whichEs Em EEEusErEat{an E): a simpEe E‘m?te mate :machiae

. E";r 3. paEte-m

(EDEN?) <V' E==":E)E)" &, ms'1'EcE){*‘.:REEEcE> 5 <2". ==“bar"?FEET/5:1,); \EUAEBFR

Spee‘EE'EeaEEy, ”(he {.EEEEECEEE Esf interest speeifiesa).EEEEE): an EEEENT Eokcn withEEEE'EEe ‘1‘90 31:5,:

the: matches {31ch}, or 2) Lisa: with vehic- “bar", E‘E)E E)“(:EE by an EQUALS token and a

NEEMBER whee.

17
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Fumes. at par. {(30%} the specificatioe reciies

For example, the pattern in the mic fer FencSig

{'F’UNi’IZ'S‘ION} (WENT?) {List}

describes a keywerd “median", fe‘siewed by zero or one iDENT tokens, and fellewed by

a “List? in tum, the peace: is! the mic for List

{LPARBN‘} {(Expr (COMMA Expr‘;*)‘? {RPAREN}

describes an LPAREN taken and an RPAREN taken sun‘oundilzg a list efzem 02‘ more

Expr"s separated by COMMA iokens.

Furihen at per, {(5098} the speeifieatien recites

Referring back to the exampie above, the pattern

{IDENT} A SSIGNMENT EBENT <i\«'a‘:::”sereee”> DOT EDEN? <vaiw”width’§>

within the rule 153‘; Ser‘ifiv'ichikssige describes a, five-token pattern; nameiy (i) 311 ISBN?

token, fefiewed by (ii) an ASSIGNMENT token, foi‘sewed by {iii} an TDEN‘T token the:

has as value equal 30 “screen“. feiiewed by {ix-i} a. DO? token, fem-wed by (V) m EDEN}?

when mat has a veins equai to “width? Such a pattern .., corresponds to the exampk

expieii Eisteé above

{ii-early items [£3 {V} above fem: a pattern of: token types EDEN? ASSIGNMENT EDENT

DOT EDEN?

See Response to Non-Final Rejection September 15, 2010, Pages 6-7 (emphasis in original). And

further arguing:

18
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011 page E} 011116: Office A111;11., the Examiner has. indicated 111111

E1e11m11eae1e15131111511111, data 111111 1cog11'1mb1e 1111111115. wherein 1111: 1111111111 are 11011111: same

1131-1311115: 11111.1 1111: aishnct from 01111 1111011181. ”1111'- Examhi1 is 11111111;1131158115” 111 1111613111111 1111':

121111111 11111113110113 01‘111111121'115: (13" 1:131:93 01‘71119.1» . App11'111s Wish 1111311111111111111a11he

{1111111165 “11:1116111;" 21111111211113111111 (111.111.1115 0:1 101(18‘111’11‘1’6 11117111111111 {11112111111515 11113111111311.1211, as

1111-311 1'11 11111 5111111101 specification, ”types 111' 1131:0113” refers 10 a emegerizatien 0111111131111, 111111

$11211... .A ”type 121:1ca1eg11131. E111 example, 1.1112 8011313111715 AEP1..ET, OBJECT, EMBED,

S1111‘}? 11111317 and 1':”1113.113 axe 111511111,‘1 1021111111; 3’61 11111}; a1'e 1111 011116 same 131-116 1DEN1'.

81111111111331}: c0351111c-1si1x111, €3X£“11 1111.111 B 211111 ($341111).1 3,113 111311110110116111; 311111133; are

3.11 11111116 311111 1: 1321111 1N1'15813151{EX

1"ypc11 011111113113. 1118111111111111 the 111111111131 spcwhwnon111131 11':1111131 211121

1111:111'11'1111113‘112115 {say 1371K TYPE 11,. 11111111511111111111. 11111:61151"5}211,1ype TYPEIZ}. and 111111171711311011

113116118 (say, type '1‘31’1'3E3}. A 11111111111 «:11 111111311 01' 1010311115 g1), 11211113111 1"1’1’E1'1'‘1‘EEE

'1'YPE'1 REES TYEEi; heaping, 11 1.011811 11.1'1ype'1"1'1’1€1 1011011811 11}; 1110111211 11171511312

T‘1‘1‘E2 101111111311” a 10111311 01' tvpe TY1’E1 ibiiowed '11}; 3. 1011:2311 1317111136 TYEES 1'01113'11'611 by

111011811 {11" 131118- "1"‘1‘1-‘151; 12.: 2111 11112 11111621 1131811 1011011 111.11331' 1111 2114511311111'11111911811 1701101111311

bya111<1e111111e11e1<e11 11111111111311 11y a 1131191113110111011'1311 fohewed 113' 1111 11111111111111 1011,1111.

Directly responsive to these arguments and amendments, the Examiner allowed, inter alia,

claims 1, 2, 5 and 13 stating in the Notice of Allowance:

20 T11efe¥1ewéng is 2111 examiner's séatemeni (11‘ reasons for aheawencez

21 The 111101 1111151113 111 (1151,‘111 30 11191151111185 as 10:11111'eciieeé11‘: 0e111b1113110111111111

:22 1911111111111; ciaim 11111113110113, 01"?{141'1171’30 131'2119011111pu1e1; 11151 91131011114511111111111

23 incoming 1351111111111 113 repegmze pefenziai 13011111111191 51111111111: fiberewffifin, eased 13.11 a

1 database of p11"'.r"set a.1d garish/2111' ruies ccrrespmadmg to 12011111111511“ ek'picii's, computer

8 expiaifs 51111ng 1101110115 0111109121111 cede 1121111118 1115111010113, wherein the parser and

3 enafyzer ruies deesribe 0017111111111 expioffs as; petiems eff gees af1e1’1'ens, tokens being

(1- program code011511111213. and .111st of tokens cemprising a punctuerim have, an

5 '.jerilfieflypeende1111113101211/922"

See Notice of Allowance, Pages 3-4. As described in the ‘305 specification and further explained

by Dr. Medvidovic, the claimed “patterns oftypes oftokens” represent the distinguishing

difference between “simply recognizing previously known malware” using conventional

19
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signature based anti-virus detection and the ability to analyze incoming content in terms of its

programmatic behavior. Per Dr. Medvidovic:

20. The ‘305 Patent explicitly states that the claimed invention is “distinct from

prior art approaches that search for byte patterns” because the approach of the

present invention is to analyze incoming content in terms of its programmatic

behavior.” See ‘305 Patent at 1:64—23; see also id. at 73—10 (disclosing the

benefits of behavioral analysis over conventional signature based anti-virus

detection). As opposed to byte patterns, this behavioral analysis is tied to the

inventors’ insight to describe computer exploits as patterns of types of tokens:

The present invention also utilizes a novel description language for

efficiently describing exploits. This description language enables an

engineer to describe exploits as logical combinations of patterns of
tokens.

Thus it may be appreciated that the present invention is able to

diagnose incoming content for malicious behavior. As such, the

present invention achieves very accurate blocking of content, with

minimal over-blocking as compared with prior art scanning

technologies.

‘305 Patent at 2:28—36. Describing exploits as patterns of types of tokens enables

detection of exploits based on what a program does rather than the how underlying
code is structured and written,

Medvidovic Dec. 11 20. In this reexamination, the Examiner, however, takes an interpretation of

“patterns oftypes of tokens” inconsistent with the ‘305 patent and its prosecution history, which

is error as a matter of law. In re Am. Acaa’. ofSci. Tech. Ctr, 367 F.3d 1359, 1364

(Fed.Cir.2004) (“claims are to be given their broadest reasonable interpretation consistent with

the specification, and claim language should be read in light of the specification as it would be

interpreted by one of ordinary skill in the art." In re Bond, 910 F.2d 831, 833 (Fed. Cir.

1990), accordBass, 314 F.3d at 577 (" [T]he PTO must apply the broadest reasonable meaning

to the claim language, taking into account any definitions presented in the specification.")).

The following table is provided to highlight examples of the claimed “patterns oftypes of

tokens” from the specification which support programmatic behavior analysis of incoming

content compared to what the Examiner is improperly suggesting is the interpretation of the

claimed “patterns of types of tokens.” In the ‘305 Patent examples, there are descriptions of

patterns of types of tokens which, if found as patterned in incoming code, may indicate a

20
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behavioral exploit in incoming code. Whereas the sole example cited by the Examiner from

Wells is simply a program in CPRL language which is run by a processor to operate on incoming

byte streams to identify predetermined, static virus signatures. Medvidovic Dec. 11 11 28, 29. The

two approaches are profoundly different and would not be adopted by one of ordinary skill as the

same.

‘305 Patent: “patterns oftypes of tokens”

11"212' exempts, 1112: pattern 111

{F1INCHONXIDENT‘DQ
describes a keyword “112211321011”, foitowxi 133' zero 211' one.
KEEN T 10122-311, 31121 t‘cd10we2i by a “List”. 111111111, the patient in
the. 111122 11111.ist

(1133.311}N12{taxpatt()MM“X 1xpr:*}“ KEEN}
descdbes asPAR}N token a121 a RP01 3N taken mi22'112121

ing 21 1151‘ ot zero or more pr1s sepaiated 113 t'OMB/1A
icingeus. in. tum, thepattem1n the rule12:; Expx

the 112111 for 13121121813: 
  

 

 

state machine for the pattern. Reference is now made 10. F113.

5, which is 2121 11111512211101} 211‘ 21 512211116» finite state machine,
used in 211.2022111112. with :1 preferred. anthedinleni of the.

present ii1veni12111 1 ,.1p::tttern
(1131‘:'N'1‘<'»a' “ ' 8; 1nateh{"):

-1>tLis "1331’31.2.21 A2LS 1‘\‘111/1151.
' 1 13‘, the”pattern. 211 interest spetities either 311 EDENT

token with 323111;) “1‘00” 221121 that matches Ruin-:1, 211' a 1 st with

vaiuc “17211”. 1231101172221. 133' 211113QUALS token and a NUI‘ABER
121122311.

 

 

  
 

 

11111222211123 12:12:12. to the exertipie above. the pattern
(IDE‘j'N‘1i NSSZG‘NHVMENT 11'31‘5N’1‘\<va1:=*“screei1”>1‘20’1‘

: "i<12117:“31121211’‘

within the rule for $3ch221A ign describes a fivevtoiien pat-
‘ .; 1111912213; (i) :121 1DL . h thiiowed hy {ii} 311
.’ ‘EGNMENI 221122211 1111111112221‘213' {112) 21111131112” 2032821 that

has a V211ue equal :21 screen” t231iowe<1 by (ix) :3 £101 token

21nd tiniiowed by’2v32(311D1LNI 12012211th}! has a valueequal.0
“width”. i‘refei11‘13131113 1-111112: of 311 1111:NT {1.6, an identifie!‘,2

is its name; thus such a pattern indicates use of a member
2221121231ch “scre' '1.wi2ith" within an assignment statement,

31121 correspm ' ' :- ihe exempie exp12111‘ Eistai above in the

discussion ct ..G. 1. PM 11222121131123. it contespotids to 2111
assignment 2111116 11117111

mascreenM-‘idth
The actin :1

-.- "51}.V211}21ttr+"‘/11‘T._RSLRVVID
within the SCE'WL 21351991111312) assigns the 312iibute Ai11L
SC'R‘Wit} to the. 5311117211 £211318 entry whose 1121he is 1‘-:11: value

of the 1DEN1 - 1:611 011 the left side of 111:: pattern. \pecifi'
why, for the exempts: above the attribute N1".l‘11,fi€RW1D :is

assigned to the 5372111101 22:13:19. entry for w.

 

  

 
 

  

 

 
21

R-O}
1211;, L-) L 2 ., . 2 “‘2' not inert” ‘
Lt'fiC._ C‘6‘- : ‘.:‘.~'-. 1 14) 2111211156 2.. -'
{311.2}
Ll:

Wt'i. 1F)
L'l;

R-(O)
Wt?~1- 60)

As can be seen from Wells Table above, the CPRL

language is used to examine program code. It does

not describe program code from incoming content, or

computer exploits as program code constructs of

patterns of types of tokens. In contrast to the

examples in the ‘305 patent to the left, the patent

describes examples of tokens and patterns of types of

tokens that program code from incoming content

may contain. 
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: “ {is the stream

 
 

 
 

 {Ti}?s€i§é}-X Fixer COR-{MA

31, {chewed by E psi, bummed byg'iiéE-a
{Ti}s\-’§'§&A token ' ., owe-<3 by {3?} another
Exp); .lx)i§"<wezi \- '< other {_. .Bi’yiMis-X token, hollowed by

pattern; namely, {i} an. 3...§.€5\§i~€.

   

 
   

 

* } 3132:2339:iiKRx-tffiéS token, and. itsiimvmi by {viii}
attribute {fig'fiiéii is} .s'x‘li\il'RNSviI'RE‘KE‘K'}i Saw-Tit a

pattern i‘ ii;- um}- masters:
<};§,S§K<F\M{§,G, w, 31, fimtsmenibeey}

    
As discussed above in Section II.C.1.i, it has been clearly shown that predicates, which

the Examiner has submitted are the claimed “tokens” are not constructs of the incoming content,

but instead are constructs of the CPRL which is never scanned for “computer exploits. ” This
 

error isfatal and the FDA should be withdrawn accordingly.

As such, the entirety of the Examiner’s arguments from pages 51-53 addressing the form,

syntax, arguments and families of predicates is inapplicable to the claim language which requires

that the actual content being scanned, i.e., the incoming content, be reviewed for “patterns of

types of tokens” (which identify “computer exploits” within the incoming content). Predicates

are not program code constructs of the incoming code in Wells. Ergo, the predicates are

irrelevant to the claim language. The Examiner’s attention is respectfully directed to the

following portions of the declaration of Dr. Medvidovic found in the table of paragraph 37:

0 Given that predicates are not tokens, tokens being program code constructs, Wells’

CPRL signatures cannot be patterns of types of tokens. A CPRL signature is simply a

set of instructions performed by a processor to match network traflic content to

previously encountered content (1e. content desired to be detected). (Row 12) (emphasis

added)

0 This portion of Wells describe the ‘A’ and ‘B’ predicates, both of which are “Test” type

predicates. Wells at 15:27—16:54. Both the ‘A’ and ‘B’ predicates have a number of

“formats” corresponding to differences in the number and type of arguments the predicate

accepts. Id. The Office Action cites these portions of Wells to conclude that “a given

predicate. . . represents a type of token because it may have multiple forms.” Office Action

at 14. A person of skill in the art would not reach the same conclusion because the

hallmark ofa token is that it is a “program code construct, ” not a processor instruction

written in a “CPRL” that is unrelated to the program code. The fact that a given

predicate can have more than oneform does not transform a given predicate into a type

oftoken. (Row 13) (emphasis added)
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o The Office Action cites this portion of Wells as disclosing that the predicates are program

code constructions. Office Action at 15. I disagree. The claims of the ‘305 Patent require

that the program code is the code in which computer exploits are found. ‘305 Patent at

claim 1 (“computer exploits being portions of program code that are malicious. . .tokens

being program code constructs”). In contrast, Wells’ predicates are “basic roots or

components ofa CPRL. ” Wells at 4:5 7—58. However, the CPRL is a specialized “content

pattern recognition language ”—a meta language used specifically for scanning—it is

notprogram code that contains potential exploits. (Row 14) (emphasis added)

0 The Office Action contends that this section of Wells teaches the “if” program code

construct. Office Action at 15. 1 disagree because the ‘1’ predicate only compares bytes

in a buffer. In other words, it performs an “i ’ operation on byte code, rather than

identifi2ing an “i ’ operation in the program code. This is because predicates are not

“program code constructs” but rather CPRL components used to scan code. (Row 15)

(emphasis added).

0 These portions of the Wells reference indicate that Wells categorizes CPRL predicates into

families based upon the type of function they perform on network traffic. But types

functions to be performed on network trafi‘ic are not types of tokens, “tokens being

program code constructs,” they are “basic roots or components of a CP . ” Wells at

4:57—58. (Row 16) (emphasis added).

0 The ‘M’ and ‘P’ predicates are each “a ‘function’ type predicate [that] provides instruction

that causes the processor 24 to execute a prescribed function.” These predicates do not

represent a “function” type token in the program code. (Row 17) (emphasis added).

0 This section of Wells only indicates the form that an “argument” of a predicate can take.

To the extent that these arguments are used by the ‘A’ or ‘U’ predicates to “test the content

script for characters” or “punctuation strings” as stated in the Office Action at 16—17, this

only means that these particular predicates can be used to identify strings, not that the

predicate is either a token or type of token. These predicates do not represent an

“identifier” type token in theprogram code. (Row 18) (emphasis added).

0 This portion of Wells only indicates that additional types of predicates may be added to the

CPRL to increase its functionality. Butpredicates are not tokens, so the ability to expand

the number ofpredicates in the CPRL has no bearing on the claims of the ‘305 Patent.

(Row 19) (emphasis added).

The whole of the Examiner’s attempt to address this fundamental difference between Wells and

the claim language is as follows:
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'EE235 EEC} 2535.22.55 3:5. 355E313E553E 'E}{~.“.-5EE‘___‘2.5~‘3" 322332255 3522‘: 32255{E53335:35. 32:35. 553252 2553355325 {53

232525355 :5.Es”:3:33322.5. {5212:5553'3-5‘E'1532132 35.22.25.553 3E:23 2355.25.55 :2 2.533555252231255 $5335.3Ei3‘332'35 225535.521 322353525235. 3 5523555222

:52'353:2~.555.:EE'2555325E2535'252532553225525325533-552525.,~’52‘7g:3.5272g21§53233552255533332 5553: 3:325:332 53:22:35.2}: 52355.59:

E35335:23:23:32 52:55:32: 52-55321: 253253 3=2‘."3223223335: N32:32:: 22 33253532333335 3532:252'-:52-25355.22333 3233 5535:2555 25.25

522325522222§352E5:53:15, 555' 25:23.2 $25cIE2xie-5 :2 2553‘ {:2 32583222352552: :5'52:253 23.2"},352: 51357252523223.

55:32:225522252' 25525525525215}: {55535§2{s35.. ”57.539 E‘EE‘E 53222352523125: E35: {5352553523E532‘352'}: {5.22 #355 55202:. E53257

3555232525535., EE225 E‘E} 2322:3355 2323:25:53:533235.- 32:2532 55353:? :2 ‘55::3235 52-52535: 3253-55: ‘32: '55:“?2523 325535.352

'552355‘2555555‘2523253522 2'25: 2 E2333? 3535.225315'52522.,'i3552 E3233‘253g2233222553223 22 25235255352252:2:: 25323 2: ”mg:3252325:53-

333525532‘ 355555255: 3552253255 5'2 3:25:225252‘ E53: =2 5.52235 25: 2: 255325525255:32255.. 5‘35 555235255353 3:532:52: E2332 55:: Fit:
’3‘

22323-323322: 2523233E3? 25.55535235.32323: 5:5 25352 5525.535: \523:‘5‘5552‘ 2222 25332 252' 353352325252532353555“ '32 2'55.

«a533222535... ”3.522 R} 32::2:32533 353.5255 55252 3532533. 3-2225 33355255;:35.222 325 E25 52-5 :32 35-2 252322‘253522 255:2: 5.5 5533:“
3

5535553322325, 33:53 5:535:55353:2222535535 532:.5355353233}225 322.52 532.5322:525 522 Weiise: 2:35:52 3:: 55.: 52:33:25-.35. 225; 2?:22
a

35.322232:

The fact that CPRL is defacto a type of program code does not mean that CPRL is the claimed

“program code” which is scanned for “computer exploits” wherein said “computer exploits” are

“patterns oftypes of tokens, tokens beingprogram code constructs, and types of tokens

comprising a punctuation type, and identifier type and afunction type.” It most certainly is not.

Here, the Examiner does not address the specific teachings cited to by Dr. Medvidovic in Wells,

but only “disagrees” with the Patent Owner without any support or explanation in Wells. Such a

disagreement with the Patent Owner without anymore is deficient to support any form of

obviousness rendering the FDA improper.

Accordingly, no primafacie case of unpatentability can be maintained in View of Wells

since there is no description, disclosure or suggestion in Wells of, inter alia, the required

“tokens, ” ”types oftokens” and ”patterns of types oftokens” of the “program code” as claimed.

Finj an has clearly articulated how the predicates of Wells are not descriptive of the claimed

“tokens” and thus Wells is not descriptive of the following required elements of claims 1, 2, 5

and 13:

computer exploits beingportions ofprogram code that are malicious, wherein the

parser and analyzer rules describe computer exploits aspatterns oftypes oftokens,

tokens being program code constructs, and types of tokens comprising a

punctuation type, and identifier type and alfimction type

scanning, by the computer, the selectively diverted incoming content to recognize

potential computer exploits therewithin, based on a database of parser and

analyzer rules corresponding to computer exploits, computer exploits being
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portions ofprogram code that are malicious, wherein theparser andanalyzer rules

describe computer exploits as patterns of types of tokens, tokens being program

code constructs, and types of tokens comprising a punctuation type, an identifier

type and afunction type;

As such, Patent Owner identifies a substantial gap between Wells and the claimed invention that

is “so great as to render the [claim] nonobvious to one reasonably skilled in the art.” Dann v.

Johnston, 425 US. 219, 230, 189 USPQ 257, 261 (1976). In View ofthis gap, Patent Owner

submits that the present claims would not be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art in View of

Wells.

//

//

//
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2. Sandu in Combination with Wells does not Remedy the Deficiencies of Wells

Recognizing the deficiencies of Wells, the Examiner cites to a second reference to Sandu.

See Office Action, pgs. 27-57. And as with Wells, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the

Examiner does not and cannot find each element claimed in the combination of Wells and Sandu

as is required to support a primafacie case of unpatentability. As discussed above, the following

element includes numerous components, each of which must be identified in Wells and/or Sandu

to sustain a rejection:

a database ofparser and analyzer rules corresponding to computer exploits, stored

within the computer, computer exploits being portions ofprogram code that are

malicious, wherein the parser and analyzer rules describe computer exploits as

patterns of types of tokens, tokens being program code constructs, and types of

tokens comprising apunctuation type, an identifier type and afunction type.

On page 57 of the FOA, the Examiner takes issue with Patent Owner’s phrasing of the rebuttal to

this rejection. Respectfully, neither Sandu, nor Wells, nor the combination of Sandu and Wells

disclose the elements of the claims and thus no primafacie case of unpatentability can be

maintain. Next, the Examiner suggests that certain phrasing used by Dr. MedVidOVic is an

improper importation of a limitation into claims 1 and 13. And, finally, the Examiner maintains

his position regarding the teachings of Sandu and Wells. Finj an continues to strongly disagree

with the Examiner’s position and respectfully submits additional comments below.

Initially, primary Figures from the ‘305 Patent and Sandu are set forth below and

annotated in an attempt to Visually show how the components and processes overlap, on their

face, and, more importantly, how they differ.
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‘305 Patent — Figure 2
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What is clear from this visual comparison is that any overlap between Sandu and the present

claims ends at the “normalization module 202” of Sandu and the “Tokenizer 210” of the ‘305

Patent. The claimed “parser rules” and “analyzer rules” are absent from Sandu. The paragraphs

from Sandu that are highlighted by the Examiner in the Office Actions, e.g, 111] 37, 38, 40, and

purported to disclose the claimed “parser rules” are, in fact, detailing what is occurring within

the “normalization module 202” of Sandu. The “normalization module 202” of Sandu and

accompanying description parallels in certain respects what is occurring in the

Tokenizer/Normalizer/Decoder of the ‘305 Patent. See ‘305 Patent, Col. 9, l. 5 4 Col. 10, l. 44.

Although the nomenclature differs somewhat, what Sandu (and the Examiner) refers to as

parsing and parser rules, are more appropriately compared with the “normalizer 240”

“normalization rules” and “decoders 250” of the “tokenizer 210” of the ‘305 Patent. These cited

portions of Sandu and the ‘305 Patent are presented side-by-side in the table below and both stop

short of the claimed parsing. Medvidovic Dec. i 46. Thus, one skilled in the art can easily

recognize the overlapping concepts of tokenization and normalization.

Sandu

[0037] Those skilled in the art will recognize

that most scripts include a “main” code

segment. The main code segment may be

located at the start of the script, such as is the

case with Visual Basic script files, or in some

other location, often with a label of “main.”

The main code segment is that body of code

from an executable script which is first
executed. It should be noted that while this

main code segment is often not considered to

be a “routine,” for purposes of the present

invention, the main code segment may be

treated as a “routine.” Accordingly, at

block 404, the irst routine in the executable

scriQt 208 is selected.

[003 8] At block 406, the selected routine is

 

normalized a first time, thereby generating a
routine token set containin unctionali .

tokens corresgonding to the selected routine.

Normalizing a selected routine for a first time

and generating a routine token set for the

 

 
‘305 Patent

The system of FIG. 2 includes three main

components: a tokenizer 210, a

parser 220 and an analyzer 230. The @nctton

of tokenizer 210 is to recognize and identify

constructs, referred to as tokens, within a byte

source, such as JavaScriQt source code. A

token is generally a sequence of characters

delimited on both sides by a punctuation

character, such as a white space. Tokens

includes inter alia language keywords,

values, names [or variables or functions,

operators, and punctuation characters, many

of which are of interest to Qarser 220 and

analyzer 230.

 

Preferably, tokenizer 210 reads bytes
se uentiall ‘om a content source and builds

uQ the bytes until it identifies a comglete

token. For each complete token identified,

tokenizer 210 preferably provides both a

token ID and the token sequence.
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selected routine is described below in regard
to FIGS. 5A-5C.

[0040] At block 506, a first token from the

selected routine is obtained. Obtaining tokens

from an executable script is well known in the

art as parsing, in this case parsing the selected

routine. Those skilled in the art will recogpize

that parsing identities individual elements

tom the executable script. The individual

elements are hereafter re [erred to as routine

tokens. These routine tokens will comprise

tokens 01 various types, including variables,

operators, constants, execution directives,

comments subroutines white space and the
like.

[0041] At block 508, the current routine token

is evaluated to determine its type, such as

those token types described above. [it
block 510 a determination is made as to

whether the routine token is a tzpe of token

that is to be igziored, i. e., one that is

unimportant [or comparison purposes and,

correspondingly, not written to the routine

token set. According to one embodiment of

the present invention, few routine token types

are ignore tokens during the first

normalization of the executable script 208.

For example, ignore tokens during the first

normalization include comment tokens,

execution directive tokens, and white space
tokens.

 

  
Referring back to FIG. 2,

tokenizer 210 preferably includes a
normalizer 240 and a decoder 250. In

accordance with a preferred embodiment of

the present invention,

normalizer 240 translates a raw input stream

into a reduced set of character codes.

Normalized output thus becomes the input for

tokenizer 210. Examples of normalization
rules includes inter alia

skipping character ranges that
are irrelevant'

ass 'wing special values to
character codes that are

irrelevant [or the language

structure but important [or the
content scanner‘

translating, such as to

lowercase if the language is
case-insensitive in order to

 

O

 

 

 

reduce input [or tokenizer 210;

merging several character

codes, such as white spaces
and line ends into one‘ and 

translating segue/ices of raw

bytes, such as trailing spaces,

into a single character code.

Preferably, normalizer 240 also handles

Unicode encodings, such as UTF-8 and UTF-

16. In accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention,

normalizer 240 is also implemented as a

finite-state machine. Each successive input is

either translated immediately according to

normalization rules, or handled as part of a

longer sequence. If the sequence ends

unexpectedly, the bytes are preferably

normalized as individual bytes, and not as

part of the sequence.

Preferably, normalizer 240 operates in

conjunction with decoder 250. Preferably,

decoder 250 decodes character sequences in
accordance with one or more character

encoding schemes, including inter alia (i)

SGML entity sets, including named sets and
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numerical sets; (ii) URL escape encoding

scheme; (iii) ECMA script escape sequences,

including named sets, octal, hexadecimal and

Unicode sets; and (iV) character-encoding
switches.

Preferably, decoder 250 takes normalized

input from normalizer 240. In accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention, decoder 250 is implemented as a
finite-state machine. The FSM for decoder

250 terminates when it reaches a state that

produces a decoded character. If decoder 250

fails to decode a sequence, then each

character is processed by tokenizer 210

individually, and not as part of the sequence.

Preferably, a plurality of decoders 250 can be

pipelined to enable decoding of text that is

encoded by one escape scheme over another,
such as text encoded with a URL scheme and

then encoded with ECMA script scheme

inside of JavaScript strings.

   
Id. at Col. 9,1. 5 — Col. 10,1. 33.

Like Sandu, up to this point in the ‘305 Patent specification and figures, there has been no

parsing or analysis in accordance with “parser and analyzer rules [that] describe computer

exploits aspatterns of types of tokens. ” See Medvidovic Declaration, 1147. The normalization and

tokenization in the ‘305 Patent and Sandu are pre-parsing steps taken to prepare the raw

incoming data stream for future action.

In Sandu, the output from the normalization and tokenization steps is a “script signature.”

Only after generation of the script signature does the static comparison step take place:

With reference again to FIG. 3, after having generated a first script signature 210,

at block 304, the first script signature is compared to known malware script

signatures stored in the malware signature store 206. Script signatures, such as

script signature 210, are compared on a routine basis, i.e., the signature comparison

module 204 attempts to match routine token sets in the script signature 210 to

routine token sets of known malware signature scripts stored in the script signature

store 206. According to one embodiment, the order of the routine token sets in a

script signature 210 is unimportant.

3O
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Sandu, fl60. Whereas, the output from the normalization and tokenization steps in the “305 Patent

is subject to parsing and analysis in accordance with “parser and analyzer rules [that] describe

computer exploits as patterns oftypes of tokens. ” More particularly,

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention,

parser 220 controls the process of scanning incoming content. Preferably,

parser 220 invokes tokenizer 210, giving it a callback function to call when a token

is ready. Tokenizer 210 uses the callback function to pass parser 220 the tokens it

needs to parse the incoming content. Preferably, parser 220 uses a parse tree data

structure to represent scanned content. A parse tree contains a nodefor each token

identified while parsing, and uses parsing rules to identify groups of tokens as a

single pattern. Examples of parsing rules appear in Appendix A, and are
described hereinbelow.

See, ‘305 Patent, Col. 10, 11. 45—54 (emphasis added). And further,

Preferably, immediately after parser 220 performs a reduce operation, it calls

analyzer 230 to check for exploits. Analyzer 230 searches for specific patterns of

content that indicate an exploit.

Preferably, parser 220 passes to analyzer 230 a newly-created parsing node.

Analyzer 230 uses a set of analyzer rules to perform its analysis. An analyzer rule

specifies a generic syntax pattern in the node's children that indicates a potential

exploit. An analyzer rule optionally also includes one or more actions to be

performed when the pattern of the rule is matched. In addition, an analyzer rule

optionally includes a description of nodes for which the analyzer rule should be

examined. Such a description enables analyzer 230 to skip nodes that are not to be

analyzed. Preferably, rules are provided to analyzer 230 for each known exploit.

Examples of analyzer rules appear in Appendix A, and are described hereinbelow.

To be clear, Sandu does not disclose the claimed:

database ofparser and analyzer rules corresponding to computer exploits, stored

within the computer, computer exploits being portions ofprogram code that are

malicious, wherein the parser and analyzer rules describe computer exploits as

patterns of types of tokens, tokens being program code constructs, and types of

tokens comprising apunctuation type, an identifier type and afunction type.

Further, the Examiner continues to argue that Sandu’s “malware signatures... from

known malware” correspond to the claimed “analyzer rules.” FCA at 58. But again, the claimed

“analyzer rules” correspond to “computer exploits beingportions ofprogram code that are

malicious” and which are further claimed to be “patterns oftypes of tokens.” Sandu’ s singular,

static action of comparing a generated script signature to known malware signatures; without

identifying any exploits therewithin, can hardly be equated to the claimed “analyzer rules.”

Further still, the claimed “parser rules” and “analyzer rules” are implemented by a claimed
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rule-based content scanner that communicates with said database ofparser and

analyzer rules, operatively coupled with said network interface, for scanning

incoming content received by said network interface to recognize the presence of

potential computer exploits lherewithin

Respectfully, no such rule-based scanner is disclosed in Sandu. In fact, the words “rule” and

“scanner” are completely absent from Sandu. And the solitary references in Sandu to “scan”

and “scanning” are in Sandu’s descriptions of the prior art. Sandu is enabled for a binary

YES/NO “complete match” determination in comparing a generated script signature to known

malware signatures; without identifying any exploits therewithin. Medvidovic Dec. 1i47, row

26. The claims require a “database ofparser and analyzer rules ” — rules being 1%. Sandu’ s

suggestion that it’s process somehow determines a partial match from the comparison is

completely and utterly unsupported by any enabling disclosure whatsoever and could hardly be

considered a rule. In fact, Sandu provides no examples of any malware signatures or any

examples of where a generated signature script matches, either completely or partially or not at

all, a malware signature from the malware signature store. The entirety of Sandu’s disclosure

regarding “partial match” is found in 1H] 62, 76 and 77 which are set forth below:

[0062] If there was not complete match between the script signature 210 and the

known malware script signatures in the malware signature store 206, at decision

block 310, an additional determination is made as to whether there was a partial

match between the script signature and any of the known malware script signatures.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that often a discrete portion of a malware

script actually performs its destructive process, while other portions of the malware

script are not essential for that purpose. Thus, according to one embodiment, a

partial match between the script signature 210 and a known malware script

signatures may be indicative that the executable script is malware. Accordingly, at

decision block 310, if a partial match is made, at block 312, a partial match flag is

set. After having set the partial match flag, or if there is no partial match, at

block 314, a second script signature is generated. Generating a second script

signature corresponding to a second normalization is described below in regard
to FIG. 9.

[0076] Alternatively, if there is not a complete match, a subsequent determination

is made at decision block 320, as to whether there was a partial match. If there was

not a partial match, at decision block 322, yet a further determination is made as to

whether the partial match flag is set, indicating that there was a partial match

between the first script signature 210 and corresponding malware script signatures

in the script signature store 206. If the partial match flag is set, or if, at decision

block 320, there was a partial match between the second script signature 212 and

known malware signatures in the malware signature store 206, at block 324, the

malware detection system 200 reports that a script signature for the executable
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script 208 partially matches a known malware script signature, indicating that the

executable script is likely to be malware. Thereafter, the routine 300 terminates.

[0077] Alternatively, if there was not a partial match at decision block 320 and the

partial match flag is not set, at block 326, the malware detection system 200 reports

that the script signatures for the executable script 208 do not match any known

malware script signatures, and that the malware detection system 200 is unable to

determine that the executable script is malware.

This begs many questions, the most obvious being: how much of a match is enough for a partial

match? And again, unlike the present claims, which specifically require “parser and analyzer

rules corresponding to computer exploits, stored within the computer, computer exploits being

portions ofprogram code that are malicious ” the best Sandu can offer with a complete match is

that the executable script is malware and that a partial match indicates likely malware. See Sandu

at [0076]; Medvidovic Dec. 1147, row 26. These processes do not equate to the claimed

identification of “computer exploits.” Under no circumstances does Sandu’s process identify any

individual exploits within an executable script and, therefore, the malware signatures disclosed in

Sandu are not the claimed “analyzer rules” because they do not correspond to “computer

exploits.” See Medvidovic Dec. 1i47, row 26. As explained by Dr. Medvidovic,

At best, Sandu can determine that there was some overlap between known malware

and an executable script being analyzed. But Sandu cannot determine that the

portion that overlaps, the partial match, corresponds to an exploit. Rather Sandu’s

system can only speculate that such a partial match “may be indicative that the

executable script is malware.” If Sandu’ s malware signatures actually

corresponded to computer exploits, then the system would be able to determine that

the match or partial match indicated the presence of a particular exploit in the code,

which Sandu admittedly cannot accomplish.

Id. at row 28.

On page 58 of the FOA, the Examiner submits:

Second, as to the argument about “computer exploit” in the ‘305 patent and

computer “malware” in Sandu, there is no explicit definition in the ‘305 patent

regarding this term. The only place this term is defined is in the independent claims

1, 13 and 17 of the ‘305 patent that defines “computer exploit” as “being portions

of ro ram code that are malicious”. With the broadest reasonable interpretation

by the Office “malware” is a form of “computer exploit” and identifying a

malware” is in fact a reasonable interpretation of identifying a “computer exploit”.

(Emphasis in original). This statement by the Examiner is not well-received. The word “exploit”

is recited more than 60 times in the ‘305 Patent. And a specific example of an exploit is
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explicitly recited in the Detailed Description. There are no recitations of the word “malware” in

the ‘305 Patent. For the Examiner’s benefit, key passages containing the word “exploit” are

provided and annotated below for reference.

BifitflViOlfii nnniyiiii; is: 23:3. ntttnninieii §f£§¢€$$ "that parses and

diagnoses a snfiigtggggmi‘nnn to tintei'iniiie if snnii pn‘ignim
can tinny out nngeggitglitm

'ii'tm pinnnnt inventiiin provides as: mettnni and syntnin int

5 set-inning can‘tent tits-ii: imitating gigging caning to grandee t
{iii-ignnsstin inin’tysis {it pntentiai gfigtgggwtnnn the. content.
The. ntesent invention is g3té3ft3flii3i}? used within it neiwntie;

gateway {if proxy? tn nmtect an intmnet against vimnes and
other inniicinnn tniibiie main.

in the. cement SCi‘mtwKS {if the present itfi’fitfiiitfii are interred

in its adaptive minimized {ARiEi} scanners. An ARR manner in

aide to adapt iiiéfiiif dynntnicn‘iiy to scan 2: specific type of

{stintents such as inter t—iiin Entrnfiniipn \f‘BScripi. URL URL

and. itiilitriiii. ARES scanners {iiii’er from print an: Scanners that

2:? are iinni~cn<ie<i tin” (tilt? pai'tinnini type efnontnnt in dintinm

tinn, ARE sngstnnm‘s ate (tittzmirivnn, and. can he nna‘nieti tn

sci-tn. any specific type: {if cnntnni by prmritting appropriate

min 333%, wit'nnni the. need. tn ninditfy sunrise exude. Ruin tints

an? taxi ti'ies that dnsctitie iexicai characteristics; at" a patiitttb

33".: in? inngnzige, nan flies in? 2: iinignnge describe chntzsctet

nncnciings. Sequences; {31? characters that innit innicni non»

istnints nt‘ inn inngnnge, referred to in; finite-.515, patients (if

tnknns that. fem: syntncticni constmcts (if program Qiiiifi,

"attained in as panninfiggggfi find pntterns of tnkens that none
spend in pntnniiniggxgigtfisi interred to as nnaiyzei’ mien.
Rides flies tiins gene as adapters? in tniant an .A'Riii eminent

Simmer tn 2:. speciiit: type {if nentent

F»)
9(

“305 Patent, Col. 2,11. 1-27.

Many manipies ni’nnsiinions innitiin neck are. ininffiigfiiggt
t‘nrtinns ni'mdn that E-tft‘? niniinionn are referred. tn i‘figygigbfi

Fin examine, inn: sun}: nxnioit uses .‘Enn‘nScript tn create 2—:
winiinw that titis an entire sateen. 3.373e- nser is tiien nnnitie to

accent: any Winiiifiw ivinn tindenientii {he iiiiei Window. "Elite" "’ ‘“ m! m m m

ibiinwing sampie mine shims Sitfii‘t mggiggifi
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:gwri‘iutms the same emits}: 0f seeming a windmv {kg-1i. fiiis the

arm-ire. screen; as 21150 (3065 {he Sec-tier; efcede

 

 

 

.56

E) u «>3chng
w a: a;

‘5: a ‘2);

gmshewfihil w, 33., (fiat-mmmime-$31};

in {fistinmiem aiming}: it appears signifier, the section efmée

53:)

w m scs‘egnmkififiz;

I: =- samenlxeight;
2;- w it};

epaimwi'iégé, w, is, ziecumzstExxiyfi};

{ices m3: 333% {he SQffiifii; and emy {3% pari‘ {If iiOR—filé§fi$3§{i§?$
cam-3m.

‘305 Patent, Col. 5,1. 65-Col. 7,1. 2.

in ammdamse Wish a gamfmwd aiiiitsedéznem 9:? the gamut

im’mtiem mime}; gaieway 1m inciudes at mama: scanner

13$}, Whose- purposs is to sum mobile. (Jamie mad .icieni‘i'iy gate}?

tiai expioizis. {harem scanner 13% receives; 3.»; mp1}: aza‘mtem

{:{333taziixiiag113i3hiie mafia in the farm 85 E33318. smzrce, Sillii gen»

crates a sex: {316% grei'iie fer the cgfifiiifi £310 Smuriiy prefifie
indicates Mam: 0: net panamaflaygxggghava hem (Eiscovw

arsed wkhm fin“ centenggggcgkigge, pmvifies a (iiagmaiis: 333’: m“
we er more gmimfi‘iai Eiggfiéggfi ami {heir mgpmffiw Meadow
whim: E319 {Zflflififii}

‘305 Patent, C01. 7,11. 11-20.
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C013232323” for exampie a 2.3231312382233223 3222253523.;23‘23 2‘ 23122223
30222231623. 232123. 3.322223121213223 32; 22323222311 22 3221222:sagexggmfi 3322322:
with-3.313233 332433.35 hash 222333.32: 03331222313332 33372-382211): 3332322231 be

2322322223313 cache 22132223333232 with 22 3232222323: pmfiie 21123222132132:3.312;:

31318 Limficnp33332: 223222223212; the 3231232223 expkait 3:3 the $232132:

..2122315221103 3:332: arrives again. its 3123533. 2233222:.22; 22221123213223 23.2223

:3'2mmi 20 2:33‘2222233‘ 3222:3232: in cache. '3’33232‘2 33.222323.32:11:21222332fie.3ybe

23.232221123212223 233.233 3312: 3233238023232 3332‘ 220333223222; the Ream;

explain ‘32-‘33;th reamenning 3:33.23 file.

‘305 Patent, Col. 7,11. 48-56.

Max:032; in 322-0223222122: with a preferred.2:3123332332118213233°

3312‘mgmmgsem 311261132032 32:23232223;; 21303222323115, r2flamed 3‘0 232;
333-73333...“33.123332are 23823223322323 usinga generic: 2231:21x 2233303123 23332)
ianguage32123623621662}; ”3;3333’ “.gamed 2312132312: same gamma 5231»
32322 22332323 2.23 dex2‘12b2g2xgmmtmzx 23382) 2132323 21:; 232324213392: 32332
02321022 Thus 2632123213 20 23239232323332 A 2312: 3222212, syntax is

Fuse:23 32‘“; 23.225332322233122 3213213233233. parser 212323233123 3312‘ 23212333272232
figkmfimles

33‘ may 33.1132; he apereciakd 231233: the present 22132133.32:31 {322%

2.223232; 2:; 3302233332) 22023322232. 2222112331113; {23223312323223.123 53‘ 2:32:11}, which

2:222) 332: 2223232332323. 3‘2: any language syntax 33y 31722323112; of 2; 32:3 233’

21:32:24 3323.3 Serve 223 3222321 the 21012323323 321221121252 how 32‘; iilie‘rpret

2he§2333g3123ge. S2325}; 2-; 33332313113315; system 3‘; 2'2:13233722223 3:2; 312112311 23%

2‘22: adaptive n23e~base3i {ARE} 2023322363. 23233723123222.7465. 253: an.

ARE 52322123323; 32123321232: inter 223223:

33.12: 233333233130. reuse 3233332322 21232323 3‘01: many 232332223213 32-311»

gmgegg

33:12: 23b3332y 32:2 1‘23»2352: 522332223223 21023.2: 3232‘ binary 2:021:23: 231123

33263 33322;;

the 2333335332: 23:; 3132:2225 0.2325321132333021 233333233 321 0.212: 222032383,

22323122 3312133 23232352; 211223333: £20}282’25; and
3:1322: 2333331333‘2‘) 23232223322: flagging using a gunm‘ic 53:73332222

which can 322 iififlfpfg’ifiii 3)}, 321324232333 522213111222.

‘305 Patent, Col. 8,1. 53-Col. 9,1. 8.
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EEKe‘fembiy, iammdia‘i {-3137 after payee}: zzflflgggggm a {6:211:33
ope "mien, i3; (3313,13 signsssiyzer 2’31} :0 check :ferggfiggggégAmflyzer
233% searches for sgxecifis: pai‘iemg chomem that indicate angamma!!!

meléfigfiii;

‘305 Patent, Col. 12,11. 54-57.

Pretérabiy, parser L220 pasees ta angiyger 230 a gawlyw

created pareing made, Almiyger 33% 11595 a Set of anaiyzer

raises; “:0 perfin'm iii; amaliysia. An emaiyzer rule specifies a

generic 5;:gngffififlem in the 1163ch chikimn {hat indicates a
poiezziiaiggzégggifidal amflyzer mie aptimmfly 3390. 1111211311195
@116 or more actimie m be: performed when 1119 pattern ofthe

mie is matched. In addii‘iun, an 3213211323? 11116 apt‘immfiy

inciudee; a description of 119C368 fer which, The analyzer mie

311911113 “be. examined. Such a deseripfion embies anaiyzer 33%}

in skip nedes that. are 119: ie be amiyzed. Egg‘g‘efigaggyg r111 es are
previcied {£3 amafiyzer 23 {1 far each knewnfigflg331$ Exam {2168
0f armiyzer 113133. appear in Apmndix A, and, are described
Ezereinbeiaw.

‘305 Patent, Col. 12,1. 58to Col. 13,1. 3.

Refining back {0. the ex:3:33.p1eabawe, the peatem

{EDENT} ASSEG‘NMENT EDENflivaiwx"screen”7:)E}OT
EEZXEENI‘Cve}:=:=“W.id€:h”>

within {he rule m SchidAssign deegcrihes a five-duke page

fem; 1121313813; (1} an ISBN? mken, ibfimved by (ii) 313

ASSKENMEN’E‘ taken, :Ebl1mxieiihy (iii) 211111.513??? ‘iaken that

has a vehse 6:31.131 :9 “screen”, ibfiewed by {iv} 3 DOT 101mm,

amivfi)110wmihy {v} an BEEN?" mken £333? has a mine aqua} {(3

“width”. Preiémbhg the whiz? efan IDENI‘ {1:3 an idemifier)

is 115 name; thus such {-3 pes’iiem imiicates 1386 {11’ a member

refei'euce “scmeawidflf’ wiii‘xii‘gfiéié}, gégggnmem 31319335193113
and correspondg to me- exampEagegggggagflgfliis‘ited abzwe in the

{3154612355163 of F1813. IE. Fer exampie, it. mnmpmzds to an

smignmem of the term

‘305 Patent, Col. 16,11. 1—14.
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Similariy, {he pattem

H3131NT<€§§{Va-:3).aa:1LF’E’::=,¢¥IA"E‘R.___ WENDOW>BUE

F1m$3.311<‘ival::“shew” & ma”:che3{1):RU§..E{SC¥W§(§H~

gtiisiP;

in the mie fer WudShewScmWiaift‘ig‘i’i. max/responds in $13.6
Gamma-anti

eg:.shew{0,{}$ a: £19 éocumembody}

in 133:: example exyleit abeve; and the pattern

{EDENT} ASSKENMENT {DENY-qggg'vei}

a£33"?iri=A7TRnnXKJINDQWEQOT

FuIieCa‘iifl-"ailflBreatePOpup”:>$;

in the rule fer {IireatePogmpi (:01bepends :0 {he eommmc'i

(mewiztadew‘ereatePe3313;3{ '1'}.

The. actien fer the ruie fer Begin assigns, amibui‘e KI‘TRW

WINDOW to the eymbei iabie entry is) “W’REQGWHF and thus

the actioe fer (lireateé’epuei aseigne; this aistrihui‘e ALTER,“

WKNDGW t0 the symbefi tame wine fer {m 111mm? the wk:

53th RfixiifihowficmWidirfighf3. .recegmzm the: up Mama,» the

semiit i011<ef§z {V21} _} .2:tt1"?-‘~‘-‘~1L¥E"E7RmWENQOW;
. , A m m m lam a

it may thus be aepreeimed that figggfig are generzziiy
dessm‘ibed it} ‘iremm 0f ccmxpesi‘éze pattern. maichesg inwfivéng

legicai combinatizms efmore times (3-336? pattern.

‘305 Patent, Col.16,1.51-Col. 17,1. 5.
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1313141111111 1201111113181 £1111} preferabiy 1111211111138 21 network 1ra1~

111: probe 9311, which generafiy passes i11ee111i11g 111111111111: 111111

111: 11.1 11s 11.111111112111011, be 11‘ a browser, 11—11131} 61111111 111' 11111131

111113111111 613311111311 11011. However, in accordance 11.11111 a preferred

11111111111111111111 0111113 11111511111 11111111111111. 11131111111111 11111111: probe

{1121} sales11’1’1113’ divans 11111111111111; 111211111111 11111111: 11113111131 scan“

11111 931} 11111111 scanner 135.111 scans and 11111113121131‘ 111111111111 11.1

11111116111111 presence 111potg11111a§1111$1111s§11.1 this 111111 deski‘op
Epgégpgger 91111 p1e1erabiy111111111211111; 11 11111111311111: 91111 1.11 ceded.
exgnpmmdes111111e 1111111 1.11 11e1’er11111111111c 111 111111~111111n11111~1111

111&1g $1111“; 111111 1111111311 {11111111111 1131113111 1111111111115approprnne
111111511111 11111131 “11111111111011 gmflscanner 9311 1.111135; 111.11
1111111131 1-1 1111111311 11111.11 :1 p111e1111111§m1gg1111131111111 11w 151111111111. is
routed 111 11s destinatien (31111111111: 11111113 scanner 11311

derecis 11111 presence 1.11 p111e1111aige“1111115$mg1111-311 1111-: suspicieus
121-1111131111. is passed 111 131111113111 111111111111” $151}, which 11311101165 or

11111811131131: such annignma
in 1.1111111 11)}xeepggg1mtgmic database 9411.1 curren1 111381111111

c11111p111‘e1 9111} 11111-111111 includes 11 11.111151 update manager

{1361}, which periddieafiy receives 11111111111311 mics 1111131111311? 1111131;

over 11113111111111e1, and updates (1211111121511 9111} aceerdingiy.

1111111111111: 113 new made 111 13111}. .111, which is a simplified

13111.81»: 1111113111111 1.1121 11.1111 server11.1111.1.1:;111a1‘esr111e 11.111111111111211; 1111*

the desktop computer 9111) 111171131 9, in accordance 1111115:

preferred 13111111111111113111‘ 1111.11.12 present invention. Shawn 1n

F11} .1111 is a 111113.12 upda§en§egyg computer 11110311111211 serves
as a 111111101311.11 11111121131:“11111111111631 12311101111} 11-11mm 11111311»
added .101 £1.11e1afiegggcgfia mieggpgmgler 1.11.211 processes 1-:
11131111111111: 12111112113111.11121111111 1111111q1g§pgcg111111 1111111111312 1111111111111
111121113 «1111211111111: 111 11.11: 11.11111 1111:. determinisfic or 11011.«d_ete1'~

11111113111; finite 11111031111011. 111 111111, 11112 newly ceded 111111 is

transnntted 111 desktop ce1np11te1‘9111), for 11113011111131.1011 111111
its 1013.31 (11111111111111 53-4111.

‘305 Patent, Col. 19, 11. 35-67. In reviewing these passages, the definition of “exploit” is

consistently described as portions of code that are malicious and generally described in terms of

composite pattern matches, involving combinations of more than one pattern. This is simply not

disclosed or suggested by Sandu.

Accordingly, it is most respectfully submitted that Sandu does not disclose either the

claimed “parser rules” or the claimed “analyzer rules” and thus it follows that Sandu does not

disclose the claimed “database ofparser and analyzer rules, ” the claimed “rule-based content

scanner that communicates with said database ofparser and analyzer rules” or the claimed “rule
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update manager that communicates with said database ofparser and analyzer rules.” Likewise,

Sandu does not disclose claim 5, which also requires recognition of a “computer exploit by

said rule-based content scanner. ” The deficiencies of Wells are discussed above and Sandu does

not remedy these deficiencies.

Independent claim 13 was similarly rejected by the Examiner over Sandu in view of

Wells. Like independent claim 1, claim 13 requires, inter alia: “a database ofparser and

analyzer rules” and “updating the database ofparser and analyzer rulesperiodically to

incorporate new behavioral rules that are made available.” It is respectfully submitted that for

the reasons discussed above with respect to identical elements of claim 1, claim 13 is believed to

be patentable over Sandu in view of Wells.

c)

3. Examiner Failed to Consider Strong Evidence of Secondary Considerations
 

The Examiner must consider evidence of secondary considerations, i.e., objective

evidence of nonobviousness, as part of the Examiner’s obviousness analysis. This was reiterated

most recently by the Federal Circuit in Wbip, LLC v. Kohler Co., 2015-1038 (Fed. Cir. July 19,

2016):

Indeed, we have repeatedly stressed that objective considerations of non-

obviousness must be considered in every case. Transocean Offshore Deepwater

Drilling Inc. v. blaersk Drilling USA, Inc., 699 F.3d 1340, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

("[E]vidence rising out of the so-called 'secondary considerations' must always

when present be considered en route to a determination of obviousness." (quoting

Stratoflex, 713 F.2d at 1538)). This requirement is in recognition of the fact that

each of the Graham factors helps to inform the ultimate obviousness determination.

Kinetic Concepts, 688 F.3d at 1360, Nike, Inc. v. Adidas, 812 F.3d 1326, 1340 (Fed.

Cir. 2016) (holding that evidence of secondary considerations must be examined to

determine its impact on the first three Graham factors). Thus, the strength of each

of the Graham factors must be weighed in every case and must be weighted en route
to the final determination of obviousness or non-obviousness.

Contrary to the Federal Circuit’s explicit requirement, this is precisely what the Examiner does,

fails to consider properly presented evidence as part of the Examiner’s obviousness analysis.

Responsive to Patent Owner’s evidence tying the exact claims at issue to multiple licenses and

settlement, the Examiner states:

In absence of any evidence beyond the listing of a few licenses, there is no nexus

between the licensing activity and the merits of the claimed invention in the present

situation. As such, the evidence of nonobviousness provided is given little if any

weight, and for that reason the rejection of the claims are maintained.
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FOA, page 61. The Examiner’s complete and total failure to consider this evidence appears to

stem from his reliance on a laundry list of potential inquiries set forth in a non-precedential

BPAI opinion, Ex Parte NTP, Inc., 2009 WL 3793380 (2009). FOA, page 60. Respectfully, this

opinion is non—binding. It would seem that the Examiner has fallen victim to the hindsight bias

trap “develop[ing] a hunch that the claimed invention was obvious, and then construct[ing] a

selective version of the facts that confirms that hunch. " In re Cyclobenzaprine Hydrochloride

Extended-Release Capsule Patent Ling, 676 F.3d 1063, 1079 (Fed. Cir. 2012).

The evidence presented in Mr. Kim’s declaration supports an extremely strong nexus

between the exact claims at issue in this reexamination and the licenses. See Kim Declaration,

116, 7, Exhibits A and B. In these exhibits, licensees’ products are mapped to the elements of

claims 1 and 13, respectively, in claim charts provided to the licensees. Thus indicating that the

licenses arose from “recognition and acceptance” of the ‘305 by the licensees. Stratoflex at 1539.

Further, the very requester of the present reexamination settled the concurrent litigation

involving the ‘305 Patent on June 1, 2016, agreeing to pay Patentee $10.9 million. Id. at 118; see

also Notice of Concurrent Proceedings filed June 7, 2016 including Stipulation and Order of

Dismissal with Prejudice (June 7, 2016). In addition to the evidence presented and discussed in

Mr. Kim’s declaration, consideration should also be given to the fact that the very Assignee of

the Sandu reference (which became USP 7707634), Microsoft, is a licensee of the ‘305 Patent.

See Kim Declaration, Exhibits A (“Our non-confidential licensees include Microsoft, M86,

Trustwave.”). This begs the question: why take a license to the ‘305 patent if you already own

rights to the technology (as is suggested by the Examiner)?

Accordingly, Finj an respectfully maintains that even if a primafacie case of

unpatentability is presented with Wells or the combination of Sandu and Wells, such a case is

readily rebutted by the objective evidence of non-obviousness provided for in the 37 C.F.R. §

1.132 Declaration of S. H. Michael Kim.

Patent Owner respectfully submits that this objective evidence must be considered by the

Examiner in accordance with the requirements of Graham v. John Deere Co. which holds that

obviousness is a question of law based on underlying factual findings: (1) the scope and content

of the prior art, (2) the differences between the claims and the prior art, (3) the level of ordinary

skill in the art, and (4) objective considerations ofnonobviousness. 383 US. 1, 17—18, 86 S.Ct.
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684, 15 L.Ed.2d 545 (1966). A proper weighing of all of the evidence ultimately weighs in favor

of non-obviousness.

1i}. CONCLUSION

In View of the foregoing, Patent Owner respectfully requests reconsideration of the

positions taken in the Final Office Action and further submits that the present reexamination

proceeding is in condition for a Notice of Intent to Issue a Reexamination Certificate confirming

all original claims of the ‘305 Patent. The Examiner is respectfully requested to contact the

undersigned by telephone at the below listed telephone number, in order to expedite resolution of

any issues and to expedite prosecution of the present reexamination proceeding, if any

comments, questions, or suggestions arise in connection with the present reexamination

proceeding.

Please charge any shortage in fees due in connection with the filing of this

communication to Deposit Account No. 50-6099 and please credit any excess fees to such

deposit account.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: October 24, 2016 By: /mez-Marie Be}; 7 44 442/

Dawn-Marie Bey (Reg. No. 44,442)
BEY & COTROPIA PLLC

213 Bayly Court

Richmond, VA 23229

(804) 44 l-8530

Attorneys for Patent Owner
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US. Patent No. 7,975,305 to Rubin, et a1. Technology Center: 3992
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Filed: December 11, 2015 Confirmation No.: 5600

Patent Owner: Finj an, Inc. CRU Examiner: Majid A. Banankhah

For US. Patent No. 7,975,305 — METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ADAPTIVE RULE-BASED

CONTENT SCANNERS FOR DESKTOP COMPUTERS.
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United States Patent and Trademark Office

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexamination

Randolph Building
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Bryan Cave LLP

1290 Avenue of the Americas
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(212) 541-2000

Attorney ofRecordfor Third—Party Requester
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Dawn-Marie Bey (Reg. No. 44,442)
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213 Bayly Court

Richmond, VA 23229
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Attorneys for Patent Owner
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o updating the database of parser and analyzer rules periodically to incorporate new

behavioral rules that are made available. (Claim 13)

Medvidovic Decl., W23, 24.

V. SUMMARY OF THE ASSERTED PRIOR ART

In rejecting the claims, the Office relies on two patent references in attempting to

formulate a primafacie case of unpatentability based on obviousness. A brief summary of the

references is provided below.

A. Wells
 

The first reference to Wells et al. US. Patent No. 8,140,660 (“Wells”), discloses a device

for detecting known content. Wells at Abstract, see also Medvidovic Decl., 111126-30. The

device receives a signature that can be processed by a computer processor, receives network

traffic to be screened, and executes functions, based on the signature, that determine whether the

received network traffic “matches the content desired to be detected.” Wells, 6:12760, FIG. 4,

see also Medvidovic Decl., 1126.
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Wells utilizes “a signature created using [a content pattern recognition language, “CPRL,”

which] represent[s] one or more instructions that control an operation of a processor being used

to detect content.” Id at 5:50—53, see also Medvidovic Decl., 1127. This CPRL signature is “a

symbolic detection model” for content to be detected, such as a Virus or a worm. Id at 4:41—46;

see also Medvidovic Decl., 1129. In other words, a CPRL signature defines a series of scans, such

as a worm scan, a conventional signature scan, a macro scan, or a heuristic scan, performed by a

processor in an attempt to determine whether network traffic matches content to be detected. See

id at 6:5377z50 (describing the different types of scans a CPRL signature will execute), see also

Medvidovic Decl., 1129. Such scans are carried out, as directed by a CPRL, in box 408 of FIG. 4,

reproduced below. See Wells at 7:8—ll (describing running a signature scan that searches a

“target file for byte-strings that are known to identify Viruses”), id. at 7: 1 1—18 (describing

running a macro scan that searches a macro for “known macro Virus strings” or “peculiar

behavior”), id. at 7: 1 1—18 (describing running a heuristic scan that searches “file for known byte

strings that indicate the presence of a Virus”), see also Medvidovic Decl., 1129, n. 1. Accordingly,

rather than disclosing analyzer rules that “describe computer exploits as patterns of types of

tokens, tokens being program code constructs,” Wells’ CPRL signatures are merely sets of

instructions that inform a processor of the type of functions to perform on network traffic to

identify known content. Medvidovic Decl., 1129.

The CPRL signature described in Wells is created using a set of“predicates that are the

basic roots or components of a CPRL.” Id at 4:55—58, see also Medvidovic Decl., 1130. A

predicate is an element of the CPRL language that “is compiled into a byte stream that controls a

logic” of a processor by performing functions associated with the predicate. Id at 518—11, see

also Medvidovic Decl., 1130. These functions called by the CPRL language are performed on the

incoming network traffic content looking for a match. see also Medvidovic Decl., 1130. To be

clear, the predicates disclosed in Wells do not form any portion of the network traffic that is

being scanned and the predicates are not compared to any portion of the network traffic that is

being scanned by Wells. Id Wells is not scanning the network traffic for predicates. The

predicates are components of the instructions, i.e., CPRL, used to by a processer to perform

scans of the network traffic. Id
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B. Sandu
 

Like the Wells reference, Sandu’ s technique is designed to determine whether a particular

program—referred to as “an executable script”—is malware. See Sandu at [0011] (“After

normalizing the executable script, the malware detection system compares the script signature

corresponding to the executable script to the script signatures in the malware signature store, and

accordingly determines whether the executable script is malware.”); see also Medvidovic Decl,

1]]41-45. To accomplish this task, Sandu describes a modified virus-signature scanner that can

recognize known malware, which as a result of superficial changes to the code cannot be

detected by traditional virus—signature scanners:

As routine names, variable names, and the like may be easily

modified in a superficial manner, yet functionally remain the same,

the present invention looks past the arbitrarily assigned labels in an

executable script 208, and instead looks at its functional contents
in a normalized form.

Sandu at 1] [0030]; see also id. at 1] [0035] (describing superficially modifying executable script

by “rearrang[ing] the location of the routines within the body of the executable script”); see also

Medvidovic Decl, 1]41.

Sandu’ s technique for recognizing known malware that has been superficially modified

involves normalizing an executable script to create a “script signature,” and comparing the script

signature to script signatures corresponding to known malware. See Sandu at [0011], [0029],

[0031], [0032], [0060], [0061]; see also Medvidovic Decl, 1]42. The normalization of the

executable script occurs “on a routine basis.” Id. at [0035]; see also Medvidovic Decl, 1]42.

Sandu states that it is appropriate to normalize executable scripts at the routine level because

moving an entire routine from one section of the executable script to another generally does not

affect the script’ s functionality while rearranging content within a routine changes functionality

significantly. Id. The result of normalizing a single routine is a “routine token set.” Id. at

[0038]; see also Medvidovic Decl, 1]42. A script signature for the executable script is then

generated as a collection of all of the routine token sets generated during the normalization

process. Id. at [0059]; see also Medvidovic Decl, 1]42.

Upon comparing the script signature to known malware script signatures, Sandu discloses

determining whether there was a complete or partial match between the script signature and any
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known malware script signatures. Id. at [006l]—[0062]; see also MedVidovic Decl, 1143. This

general procedure is illustrated in FIG. 3 of the Sandu reference:
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Sandu provides a modified version of a traditional “static” Virus-signature scanner that simply

compares normalized signatures from code being analyzed to similarly normalized signatures

from known malware. MedVidovic Decl, 1143.

Vi. ARGUMENTS

A. Wells does not Disclose Reguired Elements of Claims 1: 2: 5 and 13

At least the following elements of Claims 1, 2, and 5 of the ‘305 Patent are neither

disclosed nor suggested by Wells:

a database ofparser and analyzer rules corresponding to computer exploits, stored

within the computer, computer exploits beingportions ofprogram code that are

malicious, wherein the parser and analyzer rules describe computer exploits as patterns

10
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oftypes of tokens, tokens beingprogram code constructs, and types oftokens comprising

apunctuation type, an identifier type and afunction type, (Claims 1, 2, 5)

a rule-based content scanner that communicates with said database ofparser and

analyzer rules, operatively coupled with said network interface, for scanning incoming

content received by said network interface to recognize the presence ofpotential

computer exploits therewithin, (Claims 1, 2, 5)

a rule update manager that communicates with said database ofparser and analyzer

rules, for updating said database ofparser and analyzer rules periodically to incorporate

new parser and analyzer rules that are made available. (Claims 1, 2, 5)

See Medvidovic Decl, 111123, 26-40. To support a primafacie case of unpatentability under

Graham v. John Deere 383 US. 1 (1966), the Examiner must present, inter alia, “(1) [] finding

that the prior art included each element claimed, although not necessarily in a single prior art

reference, with the only difference between the claimed invention and the prior art being the lack

of actual combination of the elements in a single prior art reference.” See Section 2143(A) of the

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP). It is most respectfully submitted that the

Examiner does not and cannot find each element claimed in Wells as is required to support a

primafacie case of unpatentability. More particularly, on pages 8-17 of the Office Action, the

Office addresses the following element of claims 1, 2 and 5:

a database ofparser and analyzer rules corresponding to computer exploits, stored

within the computer, computer exploits beingportions ofprogram code that are

malicious, wherein the parser and analyzer rules describe computer exploits as patterns

oftypes of tokens, tokens beingprogram code constructs, and types oftokens comprising

apunctuation type, an identifier type and afunction type

The Office separates this element into two parts in the Office Action and attempts to address the

two parts separately, which leads to the Examiner’ s misinterpretation and misapplication of

Wells to the claim language. This is a single element which either implicitly or explicitly

requires components for implementing tokenization, parsing and analyses. See Figure 2, ‘305

Patent, see also Medvidovic Dec. 1119, 28. In the Office Action, the Examiner first suggests

that the CPRL signatures of Wells disclose the claimed “analyzer rules” and that the predicates

of Wells disclose the claimed “parser rules” of claims 1, 2 and 5. See Office Action, pgs. 8—11.

The Examiner then goes on to suggest that these same predicates of Wells are the claimed

“tokens.” Id These suggestions are not well-received. As discussed in the accompanying expert

11
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declaration of Dr. Nenad Medvidovic, the predicates cannot be both the “parser rules” and

“tokens.” Referring to 1129 of the Medvidovic Dec:

A predicate is, therefore, not a “token” or even a “type of token” as

described and claimed in the “305 Patent because it is not a “program code

construct,” where the program code is the code in which potential computer

exploits are found. See ‘305 Patent, independent claims 1 and 13 (“computer

exploits being portions of program code that are malicious... tokens being

program code constructs”). That is, while tokens are constructs that make up_ the

program code being scanned for potential computer exploits, predicates describe

functions in a wholly separate language that are performed on program code being

scanned. Put yet another way, “predicates are the basic roots or components of a

CPRL,” not program code that contains potential computer exploits as claimed in

the ‘305 Patent. Wells at 4:55—58 (emphasis added).

See also Medvidovic Dec. 1136 (I also disagree that individual predicates correspond to types of

 

tokens. As noted above, predicates are not tokens or types of tokens. While a particular

predicate might execute a macro or process, it is not itself function type of token. Similarly, a

predicate that can test content script for characters is not itself a type of character. Nor is a

predicate that is represented by a letter or punctuation mark, or that includes a letter or

punctuation mark, a type of token. See Office Action at 16. Rather a predicate “represents a

function to be performed by the processor.” Wells at claim 1) (emphasis in original). The

claimed “tokens” are “program code constructs” which means they make up the code that is

being scanned. See Medvidovic Dec. 113 7, row 12. The predicates of Wells form the basis of the

CPRL signatures that inform the processor what functions to perform on the network traffic, i.e.,

on the program code. Id. The predicates cannot be both the operating code and the code being

operated on. Id.

Further, claims 1, 2 and 5 require that the “computer exploits” be “patterns of types of

tokens.” Again, there is no tokenization disclosed in Wells, and thus there can be no description

of “patterns oftypes of tokens.” See Medvidovic Dec. 1127, 36-37. Wells runs predefined scans

using CPRL signatures on the incoming network traffic to look for known byte string matches,

i.e., known and previously identified content indicative of a virus. Id. The incoming network

traffic in Wells is not tokenized. It is scanned as-is.1d and Wells, Figure 4, Ref. 408. As such,

the “analyzer rules” and “parser rules” of Wells cannot be found to correspond to “computer

exploits ” : “patterns oftypes of tokens.” Id

12
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Further still, the claims require that the “analyzer rules” and “parser rules” be “stored

within the computer.” Even if we assume, arguendo, that Wells’ CPRL signatures disclose the

claimed “analyzer rules” and that the predicates of Wells disclose the claimed “parser rules,” the

predicates are never stored anywhere in Wells. See MedVidovic Dec. 1135. At best, it could be

said that the signatures may be stored for future use, but certainly not the predicates. Id.

Respectfully, Wells simply does not disclose or suggest:

a database ofparser and analyzer rules corresponding to computer exploits,

stored within the computer, computer exploits beingportions ofprogram code

that are malicious, wherein the parser and analyzer rules describe computer

exploits as patterns oftypes oftokens, tokens beingprogram code constructs, and

types of tokens comprising apunctuation type, an identifier type and afunction

type-

See Medvidovic Dec. 111133-35 (A CPRL signature is not a database of parser and analyzer rules

corresponding to computer exploits stored within the computer, computer exploits being portions

of program code that are malicious).

Similarly, Without disclosure of the requisite “database ofparser and analyzer rules” or

“computer exploits” there can be no disclosure in Wells of the follow-on elements directed to:

a rule-based content scanner that communicates with said database ofparser and

analyzer rules, operatively coupled with said network interface, for scanning incoming

content received by said network interface to recognize the presence ofpotential

computer exploits therewithin (Claim 1)

a rule update manager that communicates with said database ofparser and analyzer

rules, for updating said database ofparser and analyzer rules periodically to incorporate

new parser and analyzer rules that are made available. (Claim 1)

The security system ofclaim [further comprising a content blocker, operatively

coupled to said rule-based content scanner, forpreventing incoming content

having a computer exploit that was recognized by said rule-based content scanner

from reaching its intended destination. (Claim 5)

See Medvidovic Dec. 111138-40.

Independent claim 13 was similarly rejected by the Examiner in View of Wells. Like

independent claim 1, claim 13 requires components for implementing tokenization, parsing and

analyses, including: “a database ofparser and analyzer rules corresponding to computer

exploits, computer exploits beingportions ofprogram code. . .wherein the parser and analyzer

13
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rules describe computer exploits aspatterns of types of tokens, tokens beingprogram code

constructs, and types of tokens comprising apunctuation type, an identifier type and afunction

type.” Independent claim 13 also includes the follow-on element like that of claim 1 of “updating

the database ofparser and analyzer rules periodically to incorporate new behavioral rules that

are made available.” It is respectfully submitted that for the reasons discussed above with

respect to identical elements of claim 1, claim 13 is believed to be patentable over Wells. See

Medvidovic Dec. 111133-40.

B. Sandu does not Remedy the Deficiencies of Wells

Recognizing the deficiencies of Wells, the Examiner cites to a second reference to Sandu.

See Office Action, pgs. 27—57. And as with Wells, Patentee respectfully submits that the

Examiner does not and cannot find each element claimed in the combination of Wells and Sandu

as is required to support a primafacie case of unpatentability. As discussed above, the following

element includes numerous components, each of which must be identified in Wells and/or Sandu

to sustain a rejection:

a database ofparser and analyzer rules corresponding to computer exploits,

stored within the computer, computer exploits beingportions ofprogram code

that are malicious, wherein the parser and analyzer rules describe computer

exploits as patterns oftypes oftokens, tokens beingprogram code constructs, and

types of tokens comprising apunctuation type, an identifier type and afunction

type.

Initially, the Examiner first suggests that Sandu’s identification of “the script’s ‘main’ routine

and generating a set of ‘routine tokens’ from the script’s main body” corresponds to the claimed

“parser rules.” See Office Action at 34. The claimed “parser rules” operate on tokens to

identify groups of tokens as a single pattern or as claimed to “describe computer exploits as

patterns of types oftokens.” But Sandu simply receives all of the tokens for a given routine

without applying any parser rules to identify groups of tokens as a single pattern. See

Medvidovic Dec. 1146. More particularly, as explained by Dr, Medvidovic,

Rather than disclosing parser rules that “identify groups of tokens as a single

pattern,” Sandu simply tokenizes an entire routine. That is, Sandu simply

describes obtaining all of the tokens for a selected routine but stops short of

applying any “parser rules” after the tokens are obtained. In fact, Sandu’s process

has no need for parser rules that identify groups of tokens as a single pattern

because it relies upon the comparison of token sets at the routine level rather than

to identify exploits within program code.

14
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Medvidovic Dec. 147, row 25.
“

Further, the Examiner suggests that Sandu’s malware signatures... from known

malware” correspond to the claimed “analyzer rules.” Office Action at 36. But again, the

claimed “analyzer rules” correspond to “computer exploits beingportions ofprogram code that

are malicious” and which are further claimed to be “patterns of types oftokens” whereas Sandu’ s

malware signatures correspond to malware at the program level rather than to exploits, which

may or may not be present for any given malware program. Medvidovic Dec. 146, row 25. Sandu

only recognizes whether there is a complete or partial match (or no match) between a script

signature and a malware script signature. Medvidovic Dec. 1143-49. In the event that there is a

complete match, the executable script associated with the script signature is deemed to match

known malware—without identifying any exploits therewithin. Medvidovic Dec. 147, row 26. If

there is a partial match, the script signature normalization process is repeated for the routine, but

this time certain tokens are ignored by Sandu. See Sandu at [0066]; Medvidovic Dec. 147, row

26. The second normalized script signature is again compared to known normalized malware

script signatures and after this second comparison, a complete match indicates malware and a

partial match indicates likely malware. See Sandu at [0076]; Medvidovic Dec. 147, row 26.

These processes do not equate to the claimed identification of “computer exploits.” Under no

circumstances does Sandu’s process identify any individual exploits within an executable script

and, therefore, the malware signatures disclosed in Sandu are not “analyzer rules” because they

do not correspond to “computer exploits.” See Medvidovic Dec. 147, row 26. As explained by

Dr. Medvidovic,

At best, Sandu can determine that there was some overlap between known

malware and an executable script being analyzed. But Sandu cannot determine

that the portion that overlaps, the partial match, corresponds to an exploit. Rather

Sandu’s system can only speculate that such a partial match “may be indicative

that the executable script is malware.” If Sandu’s malware signatures actually

corresponded to computer exploits, then the system would be able to determine

that the match or partial match indicated the presence of a particular exploit in the

code, which Sandu admittedly cannot accomplish.

1d. at row 28.

Accordingly, it is most respectfully submitted that Sandu does not disclose either the

claimed “parser rules” or the claimed “analyzer rules” and thus it follows that Sandu does not

disclose the claimed “database ofparser and analyzer rules, ”the claimed “rule-based content
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scanner that communicates with said database ofparser and analyzer rules” or the claimed “rule

update manager that communicates with said database ofparser and analyzer rules.” Likewise,

Sandu does not disclose claim 5, which also requires recognition of a “computer exploit by

said rule-based content scanner. ” The deficiencies of Wells are discussed above and Sandu does

not remedy these deficiencies.

Independent claim 13 was similarly rejected by the Examiner over Sandu in view of

Wells. Like independent claim 1, claim 13 requires, inter alia: “a database ofparser and

analyzer rules” and “updating the database ofparser and analyzer rulesperiodically to

incorporate new behavioral rules that are made available.” It is respectfully submitted that for

the reasons discussed above with respect to identical elements of claim 1, claim 13 is believed to

be patentable over Sandu in view of Wells.

(1 There is Strong Evidence of Secondary Considerations

Objective indicia of non-obviousness plays a critical role in the obvious analysis. Leo

Pharmaceutical Products, Ltd v. Rea, 726 F. 3d 1346, 1358 (Fed. Cir. 2012). In fact, the court

in Leo Pharmaceutical stated that objective indicia can be the most probative evidence of non-

obviousness and enables a court to avert the trap of hindsight. Id, see also Plantronics, Inc. v.

Aliph, Inc., 724 F. 3d 1343 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (the court reiterating the importance of objective

indicia). These objective indicia of non-obviousness must be considered when present. Sud-

Chemie, Inc. v. Multisorb Techs, Inc., 554 F.3d 1001, 1008 (Fed. Cir. 2009). Accordingly, the

objective indicia of non-obviousness provided below further demonstrates that the obviousness

rejections should also be withdrawn.

Finj an respectfully submits that even if a primafacie case of unpatentability is presented

with Wells or the combination of Sandu and Wells, such a case is weak and is readily rebutted by

the evidence of secondary considerations provided for in the 37 CFR 1.132 Declaration of S. H.

Michael Kim (attached hereto). Mr. Kim provides details regarding a highly successful patent

licensing program which has been largely driven by the ‘305 Patent and, in particular, rejected

claims 1 and 13. More particularly, Mr. Kim provides 2 different instances wherein the

inventions of the ‘305 Patent, including one or more of the identical claims rejected by the

Examiner, were presented to a potential licensee and resulted in two separate license agreements

with royalty payments to Finj an totaling more than $5.5 million. See Kim Dec, 116, 7.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Ex Parte Reexamination of

US. Patent No. 7,975,305 to Rubin, et al. Technology Center: 3992

Application No.: 90/013,660 Group Art Unit: 3992

Filed: December 11, 2015 Confirmation No.: 5600

Patent Owner: Finj an, Inc. CRU Examiner: Majid A. Banankhah

For US. Patent No. 7,975,305 — METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ADAPTIVE RULE-BASED

CONTENT SCANNERS FOR DESKTOP COMPUTERS.

Submitted Electronically

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Dear Sir:

In response to the pending Office Action dated August 24, 2016, please consider the

following remarks. Prior to taking action responsive hereto, the Patent Owner respectfully

requests an interview with the Examiner pursuant to the Interview Request and Proposed Agenda

filed and faxed on October 21, 2016.
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l. OVERVIEW

Patent Owner respectfully requests the Examiner withdraw the Final Office Action

(FOA) as improper and confirm patentability of the rejected claims based on a number of errors.

First, in the FDA, the Examiner interprets key elements of the claims in a manner

inconsistent with the law. For example, the Examiner improperly cites to extrinsic evidence

regarding a non-claim term, “parsing,” in order to define the claim term “parser rules” as “rules

related to the process of analyzing a string of symbol in computer language [sic].” FOA, pgs.

48—49. Yet, in US. Patent No. 7,975,305 (“the ‘305 Patent”) and the claims, parser rules

“describe computer exploits as patterns oftypes oftokens. ” The Examiner’ s definition is thus

inconsistent with the specification and legally improper. See Microsoft Corp. v. Proxyconn, Inc.

789 F. 3d 1292 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“Even under the broadest reasonable interpretation, the Board's

7

construction cannot be divorced from the specification and the record evidence and must be

consistent with the one that those skilled in the art would reach”) (citations omitted). Here, the

Examiner legally erred by using extrinsic evidence for a definition to “parsing,” which is not a

term used in the claims — i.e., “parser rules,” nor supported in the ‘305 Patent where parser rules

describe computer exploits as patterns of types of tokens.

Second, the Examiner interprets key elements of the claims in a manner inconsistent with

the specification of ‘305 Patent and the reasons for allowance distinguishing over prior art.

Specifically, the allowance of application no. 11/009,437 (now the ‘305 Patent) in December of

2010 is directly tied to at least the following pivotal claim language:

computer exploits beingportions ofprogram code that are malicious, wherein the

parser and analyzer rules describe computer exploits aspatterns oftypes oftokens,

tokens being program code constructs, and types of tokens comprising a

punctuation type, and identifier type and afunction type

See Notice of Allowance, Pages 3-4. Indeed, the Notice of Allowance, with accompany reasons

for allowance, was responsive to Patent Owner’s detailed arguments filed in September of 2010

wherein Patent Owner stated: “a point of novelty of the claimed invention is describing and

recognizing computer exploits from patterns of types of tokens, which is not a known concept.”

See Response to Non-Final Rejection, September 15, 2010, Pages 7-8 (emphasis in original).

One of ordinary skill would recognize at least this same point of novelty distinguishes the claims

of the ‘305 Patent over the cited prior art and, in particularly, is clearly absent from Wells, Sandu
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